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Study reveals
poor salaries
By '.f im Thornton
Vermont.
University-of New HampSalaries were considered one
shire faculty receive the fifth offive priorities by the Academ~
lowest average salary of the six ·ic Senate Budget and Planning
New England Land Grant Uni- Committee for both the fiscal
. . versities according to an annual year 1989 and 1990-91 biennium
study published by the American budgets according to the comAssociation of University Pro- mittee's May 2 report to the
fessors.
Senate.
The report, based on 1987Karl Diller, who recently
88 data, shows that the average resigned from his position as
UNH faculty salary is $37,100.
chairperson of the Budget an<,!
Compared to other New Eng- Planning Committee due to
land state universities, New differences with University
Hampshire's figure ranks. fifth, President Gordon Haaland, said
behind Connecticut ($48,400), that UNH must become more
Massachusetts ($47,500), Rhode lucrative in order to attract
Island ($40,500), and Vermont quality teachers.
($37,600).
.
"UNH has aspirations to be
The study also reflects that the best small public university
UNH ranks last of the six
in the country. That means
schools with only a 7.1 percent salary money and research moBig plans for big renovatio?s in ~r big library. (photo by Bryan Lyons)
average increase in salary for ney among other things," said
that year.
.
·
Diller. ,
·
But Director of Institutional
According to ~ report in
Research John Kraus said that Foster's Daily Democrat, state
'
.
.f
assessing an institution -only in government is partially a con{
for a -new biological sciences ture. The de'iay rriay be due to
terms of a salary was ~nwise, straint to UNH funding. While By Kari Bremer
The Board of Trustees for the center," said O'Connell.
the N.H. gubernatorial race
an,d that other factors must be
many state universities typically Uni-versity Sistem of New. • Replacing
cramped which will install a new govcohsidered.
receive 60 percent of their Hampshire (U~NH) approved Spaulding Life Sciences building ernor inJanuary, said O'Connell.
"It's dangerous to boil it down
funding frorri the state, New in, June $1.91 million1 of its with a new center for all bioThe Dimond library has been
to a single measure," Kra_us said. Hampshire provides as low as
.
capital
budget
for
designing
a
logical
sciences
will
create
space
targeted
as the priority for
"One has ito also.conside-r at he
27 percent of the univershy's new biological scie~ces center for t. the expaQ.sion of the Di- capital improvements; -by the
fringe benefits."
funds.
· _ and purchasing compact shelv- mond library, said O'Connell. faculty, administration and the
AAUP statistics which break
"Increasing
the
amount
for
ing for the Dimond lib_rary,' said The site for the new center is students of UNH. However,
down benefit packages in tei;ms
the
university
doesn't
mean
Student
Trustee Denms O Con- on_the west side of the railroad O'Connell stated that the Board
of percentage of salary reveal
..
tracks. ,
of Trustees realizes expansion
that UNH rates fifth compared increasing taxes, it means put- ~ell.
The budget of $1.91 million of the library is not possible
to the other colleges with 22 ting education at a higher prior- .. Mos_t of this budget sh~uld
p~ovrde mone~ for detailed has yet to be approved by the
percen~, a full five percent ity within the state budget," said
LIBRARY, page 11
designs and architectural plans governor and the state legislabehind New En_gland leader Dill~r.

New bi<;)logy center slated
tpe

1

Assaults show
friends can hurt

By Amanda L. Waterfield
SHARPP.
Twelve of the incidents were
Tht phrase "sexual assault"
is becoming uncomfortably fa- sexual assaults, seven of these
miliar to the ears of the Uni- assaults -happening since the
versity of New Hampshire beginning ofthis semester. In
community.:,
·
each of these seven assaults, the
. The campus's perceptions victim knew her attacker, acand fears of rape are inaccurate. cording to Eve Goodmon,
"Many students are frightened SHARPP coordinator.
about walking around at night.'.' _ Alcohol plays a major role 1n
said Eve Goodmon, coordinator the majority of sexual assaults.
of the university's Sexual HaAbout 95 percent of the
rassment and Rape Prevention _in~idents since January 1 inProgram (SHARPP). Students volved alcohol Goodmon said.
A woman can lessen her
Campus Planning Uirector Victor Azzi answers questions about MUB space. (Emily Kelemen, shoul_d no~ worry about being
photo)
·
.
' · raped by strangers, but by their chances of being the victim of
friends. "You' re safer walking a sexual crime by limiting her
at night than going to a party," -int.ike .of alcohol .in party situaGoodmon said. _
·· ·
tions. Goodmon said that ex-:
All the sexual attack.,s this cessive drinking is a· comprom- ,
By Thea M. Favaloro
·group of 50 students who argued used for' but could give no semester have occurred between ise to an individual's safety.
"It is within your control in
After a tour of the MUB that the MUB is the only build- definite answers. He stressed two parties who were either
basement facilities earlier this ing on campus, entirely devoted that final decisions are made friends or acquaintances; in so far as how much drinking is
.week, Director of Campus Plan- to student activities, therefore by the administration. at UNH, some cases the victim and her· done,". she said. Goodmon said
ning Victor Azzi promised the the basement should be used for and that he does not have sole assailant met for the first time that having sex with someone
on the night of the attack, · who is passed out is a crirpe,
administration would have -a this purpose, too.
jurisdiction over the matter.
Goodmon
said.
. because that person is incapable
response by Monday morning
"Students are a lot more
Members of the MUB BaseStatistics released earlier this of giving or denying consent.
to the year old question of what
concerned and angry than we .ment Committee were adamant
Dr. Peter Patterson, director
to do with the vacated Channel had imagined," said Hammond. about the need for a definite ·week by the UNH News Bureau
. 11 space.
~zzi showed students the answer if the space would be indicate that sirrce the beginning of University Health: Services·,
Azzi toured the basement space, to give them an idea of used for students or not. They of 1988, there have been 45 saiq that the school is careful
space with concerned students how\ large an area is available pointed out that they have been incidents. of inappropriate sexASSAULTS, page \0
who questioned the progress . for use. It is divided by tempor- waiting for one since last No- ual behavior reported to .
in deciding whether or not ary walls, which leaves many vember. Azzi agreed to give a
students will be granted the oppurtunities open as to what response to Hammond by nine
space.
can be housed there, said Azzi.
a.m. ~onday, but he did not
Medieval meal
Azzi also listened to concerns
SBP and SBVP Wendy HamMUB, page 2.1
mond and Mike Rose led the _ about .what the. sp~ce should be

Students question -at · tour
1
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Medie val .Mano'r Offers you a meal fit .for a ,king
By Angelique Davi

list· includes: No throwipg of
At the entrance, a hooded food or persons; no smoking in
gentleman beckons visitors for (he court; no noise while the
a $2 parking "tariff". Inside, king is speaking; _and most
"Oaf', clad in a burlap shirt and importantly, no one is allowed
elf in shoes, pounds on his to travel to Canterbury without
Bohran, old celtic drum, as he the king's permission (visit the
.
restroom).
escorts guests to their seats.
Violators· of these rules may
At the front of the room
stands a fireplace decorated with find therr;iselves in the "penalty
carved wooden animals. The box" or at the king's mercy
· walls hold only a sparse number performng ridiculously embarof tapestries bearing images of_ rassing deeds.
"The show is considered the
medieval scenes of hunters and
their game. Unlike the 13th . longest running theatrical per- ·
century, the tapestries are not formance in Boston's history."
hung for warmth, but rather the said Mike Norfleet, the·Manor's
head chef.
recreation of an ancient era.
"The theatre originated in
For an evening, guests of this
gental hall step out of the 20th 1972 based on the notion of two
century medieval banqueting · brothers just out to have a good
haU to be entertained by the time," said Mike Steele. Steele ·
king's tales, the wenches' bal- has been manager, cook and now
lads, and- the ~CO._!:lrt jester's bartender for the Manor ·o ver
the past 10 years.
_
pranks.
"This is my third time here.
The Medieval Manor, a thea_tre / restaurant in Boston re- I just think it is fantastic," Mike
quires its patrons to do more Conroy, one of this evening's
than feast on a six course "court -members" said. He then
banquet including soup, steamed attempts to eat his soup without
shellfish; roast beef and cornish
hens; but, it also demands them
to participate in the performance and adhere to-_the king's
rules.
The guests are seated at a ·
long, wooden table and provided
with a bowl and glass-no silver- ware is allowed. Flagons of dark
beer and cider are quickly
. dispers_ed.
The waitress approa c;hes,
resembling an English barmaid
and stat.es, ,"Hi, I'm Sally_. I'll
be your wench for the evening.
Here are the rules you . must
the show." The.
know to survive
.

a spoon.
The cast, including king,
minstrel, jester, oaf, and
· wenches are professional actors
and actresses performing in the
Boston area.
Bill Gardiner, this evening's
oaf, has been with the Manor
for four years. He has performed
in the King Richard's Fair iri
Carver, Mass. _"M·ost of the
actors and actresses have other ·
gigs beside .the Manor," Ga r diner said.
The actors are required to
bring out the food and flagons
for the court, but each also sings
a ballad, humours the court with
a tale, or may even be subject
.
to the king's wrath.
The humour of the show
relies on off-colored jokes and
a style resembling Shakespearean comic relief scenes.
.. Randy, a court member in dire
need of making a trip to Canterbury, -is ordered 'by the king
to waddle like a duck and bark
like a dog >in order to receive the

·t

king's permission.
1

.................

"Most of the material; is
preset. The audience _abuse
changes each night, but the
opening sets are basically the
same," Gardiner said.
"The show's variety is a result
of the different actors per formng each night," Steele said.
"It makes a big difference for
the audience to actually be a part
ohhe show," Steve Prik#sky,
the general manager, said.
For an evening, all ~tiquette
and manners are put aside as
people dip their fingers into
chicken soup, dip their mussels
io.to butter and tear apart their
cotnish hens,
One guest stares in amazement as oaf returns to the table,
tosses down .f syrian loaf ·of
bread and cheese and tares,
"Enjoy your medieval pizza."
"In the kitchen, there is no
mixer. All food is prepared by
hand; the vegetables are
steamed, and food is prepared~
fresh' daily ,"Norfleet; said. Tm
not saying we cook with a heart;
but we do stick to the basics."
Larry Buckley Jr., "pay master" for the Manor said; "On
weekends, a $29 fee includes the
six course meal, spirits of beer,
cider, or wine, and a three hour
show.
The Medieval Manor recretes
a scene of days gone by, and a
sense of camaraderie between
.
its guests.
As guests filter our of the
banqueting hall, people who had
never met before could be heard
asking each other; "Where do
you want to go next." Hopefully
they will all go ~o-Canturbury
to wash their hands.

. I
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Education in .U.S. up -

Army and Palestinian s ,
ctash in territories

Haiti still in·turmoil
-An eighth mutiny by troops was

reported
- More Americans had high school diplomas and
( Wednesday, signaling increasing turmoil in the
college .degrees last year than ever before, the U.S.
·
Soldiers killed at least one Palestinian and arII!ed forces since a coup toppled Lt. General Henri
Census Buteau reported Wednesday. ' , ·
woun1ed 14 ~e~nesday during clashes in the Namphy as the leader of Haiti.
More than three-quarters of the people aged 25
. Earlier this week, about 300 sold~ers at a garrison/
occupi~d territories, and police said a Molotov
. and older have completed high school and nearly
c;.o_c~tail ~as thrown nea-r the home of a cabinet m t~e Carrefour section of the Capital handcuffed
orie in frv:e has finished at least four years of college,
their commander, Lt. Col. Jean ·Robert Gabriel
mmister !nJerusalem's Old City. .
the bureau reported in_its study.
and· delivered him to army headquarters, said a uni;
The v10lence came as ls.raeli Jews prayed at
The percentage of e<;lucated Americans has been
sy_n agogues and the Western Wall during Yorn spokesman, who refused to identify himself. Gabriel
increasing gradually over the years as society p\aces
Ktppur, the, Day of Atonement, which is the holiest was seized 'because of his harsh behavior to the
stronger ernphas-is op education, said a Census
·soldiers,' the spokesman said.
. day of the Jewish calender.
Bureau demographer, Robert Kominski. .
· The Tuesday uprising was the eighth t_ime soldiers
An army spokesman said Ha~i Abu N~dien 18
'The entire post-Second World War era has been
have ousted their commanders s~nce a Saturday
U~ited
the
lit
confrontation
a
in
killed
and
_shot
was
_
educational
of
expansion
an
by
chiuacterized
coup by non-commisionedofficers in the Presidential
Nat10ns~run Bureij refugee camp in the occupied
opportunities,' Kominski said. 'In the 1960's the
Gaza Stnp. Soldiers also shot and wounded at least Gua_rd overt~row Namphy and turned power over
civil rights movement added another level of
to aide Lt. Gen. Prosper Avril. Several high-ranking
14 Palestinian youths du~ing dashes int~ occupied
opportunity. And the expansion of college grant
police officers also have been arrested or ousted
and aid programs in the 60' s and 70' s allowed this . West Bank and Gaza Strip, Palestinian sources said.
'
· ·
.
. ·
since die coup.
An army spokesman said at least three people were
.
trend to continue,' he added.
.
wounded. . .
Changes in the age breakdown of the population
. At least 256 Palestinians have been killed since
have had an impact as the numbe£ ~f younger people
.t he s_tart _of the 9-month-ol~ uprising in the occupied
who have spent more time in school increases.
Peopk in their teens, with 80 to 90 percent -4err.1tor1es. Three Israelis also have been killed .
completing high school, are replacing older people _ i_? the violence that began Dec. 9.
six
of
.completion
when
time
a
at
raised
who were
A Vermont judge says the Abenaki Indians must
tb eight yea.rs of schooling was a_major accomp. prove their claim that the state had no jurisdiction
·
·
·
lishment. Kominski said.
when it cited them for illega\ly fishing last October.
Americans
As, ofMarch 1987, 76.5 percent
District CourtJudgeJoseph Wolchik ruled this week
were found to. have completed high School and 19.9
that the burden of proof will be on the Indians in
percent had fini~hed four years o.f college.
· Former President Richard Nixon is moving from
the case, but he declined to rule on certain legal ·
,800-a7
$13
a
to
his federal office in Manhattan
which could have set crucial precedents
questions
yea·r suite in a palatial building within walking
rights in Vermont. The Indians were
Indian
on
said.
aides
estate,
N.J.,
River,
Saddle
his
distance of
during a tribal fish-in on the Missiquo.1
17
Oct.
ed
t
ci_
On Nixon's orders,. aides sought to find secure
River. Defense attorneys want the court to dismiss
Senate Democrats maneuvered earlier this week
office space within walking distance of his $2.3
the fish-in charges, as well as various motor vehicle
to force a vote on raising the $3.35 minimum wage
million dollar estate in exclusive Saddle River, just
·and misdemeanor charges against several Abenakis.
. -. ·
for .the first time in eight years, stopping just short
south of the New York, New Jersey border.
They say the court has no jurisdiction to hear alleged_
of accusing Republicans of filibustering the issue
Nixon, 75, also ordered that the rent at the new
crimes in 'Indian Country,' citing aboriginal rights
in deference to presidential politics.
site not exceed what it would have cost to stay at
that the Indians claim they have enjoyed since
Vice President Geo..rge Bush's presidentia-1
the Federal Plaza, where rent was -projected at
precolonial times.
campaign stated earlier this week that Bush likely · $688,000 over five years, or $137,600 a year. _ .
would not unviel any specific minimum wage
American taxpayers will pay $689,000 over five
proposal until after his debate this upcoming Sunday · years, $137,800 a year for Nixon's 3,800 square
with Democratic presidential nominee Michael foot suite;,Former presidents are given public funds
for office space after they leave·office.
Dukakis.

Tribe has burden

of

Minimum might go up

Nixon g_e ts new offi~e

/
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,:Town ordinanCe .,
considered unfair
By Margaret Busby
Town Manager ·Terry Hundley,
· In thetowrrnfDurham, UNH in mid-July to discuss the orstudents should be allowed to dinance but received no relive whe·re they want and with · sponse from the town hall. The
as many orhers as they want. ordinance.will be discussed at
That, at least, is the plan of the the next n:ieeting , of the
UNH Students For the Univer- Town/ Gown Committee, acsity (SFU) Council.
. . cording to a press release from
The student group will pr.o~ • the Uffice of the Student Body
test the Unrelated Persons Vice President. "The agenda
Ordinance in the forthcoming will include this matter because
October Town/ Gown Corrimit- ~four strong conviction that
tee and Town Council meetings this ordinance is the wrong way
and proceed with legal action to treat a diffucult situation,"
if _necessary, according to Tim said .Rose. ·
Silk, Co-chairperson of SFU. ,
Douglas Clark, member of the
The Unrelated Persons Or- · Town/ Gown Committee, Dur. dinance prohibits common dwel- ham businessman and resident, .
Jiog of four or more· unrelated cited the University's inability
persons in ce.rtain areas of town. . to provide housing as the source
...
.
.The legislation _is blatant dis- of Durham's Unrelated Person's
Homecoming tailgating pol~cies ,will continue to limit drinking activities. (Jody Pratt photo)
crimination: and discrimination Ordinance.
of any kind is deplorable, said
The University's lack of cortSilk. SFU and the student go- cern and provision of housing
vernment will not stand for it, qiades it profitable for real
he continued. The NH Huma'n . estate investors to buy houses
Rights. ~nd NH Civil liberties and .rent to students. which
By Alexander Berger
trying to in.sure that people act would -like students and aluJnnL _ Commission are looking into repla<;:e single family homes;'
·
If you are planning on going responsibly."
. to focus on alternatives to the issue a·nd Student Legal Clark said.
other
lawyers
have
If
allowed
to
continue there
Council
and
tailgating at the Homecoming
Sanborn says that the .U rii- alcohol for entert.a 1nment on
been contacted, ~aid Silk
would b~ only students living
football game on October 22, versity is requesting that no Homecoming weekend.
Accbrding to Silk, Student in Durham and the residential
. you better get there early, . alcohol be co·nsumed in the
Student Body Vice President
Body Vice President Mike Rose
because when the game starts, tailgating area after l pm. UNH Mike Rose agrees.
the drinking stops.
will be using the support of the
'The purpose of the weekend attempted ·to contact Durham ORDINANCE, page 6
The · UNH administration 100 Club and the Athletic As- is not just to get hammered,"
released the new tailgf!ting sociation to encouraging people Rose said. He points out that
policy for Homecoming this not to drink after the game alternativ~ adivities have been
yea'r- and, although some starts.
planned. .
_.
I
•changes have been made- from
Both this year,and last, the
This year's Homecoming aclast year's policy, alumni and policy states that no one . under -ti'vities are -scheduled for an
students may still be upset with the age of 21 will be allowed iR . entire week and will end with_
the restrictions placed upon the tailgating areas, which the Homecoming football game By Brian Brady
the federal government has
them.
include the upper Boulder fields and the post-game activities.
,UNH competiti:vely won increased by 2%, .said Kathryn
Last year, in an atte.mpt to · and A-lot, except in the case of
~vents on Saturday will in- grants and contracts for UNH Catarreo, direqor of research _,
control alcohol consumption, families.
·
elude a pre-game concert spon:- research . and sponsored pro- administration.
the administration made drastic
The police wiUalso be out in sored by SCOPE; a\ jazz' co.ncert : grams qliinbed i2'% 'i'n Fiscal ·... ·. th~ smallJ httea:s.e in'.federal
chages in the tailgating policy. force at this year's Homernm- a'fter the game and- an: ahimrii ·, ;year 1987, according to UNH · fm1ding was -riot l,1-h~xpected,
Tailgating for students and ing.
reception at .t he alumni center.
Research Administration office Cataneo said.
·
alumni was restricted from
UNH has requested the asRose believes that the new records.
"Federal dollars .have become
10:30 am to 1 pm. ·
sistance~of the Hampton Eques- policy: gives · people ample time
Despite the increase in over- increasingly tight over the last
This year's policy allows trian Police to patrol the borders to drink and feels that everyone
all grants, the research admin- several years." said Cataneo.
tailgating to continue· after the of the tailgating are.as, in ad - wiUhave a good time if people
istration _said they were sur- "We knew that this would catch
game has started, but alcohol dition ·to the University Police, cooperate.
.
prised by· the fact that federal up with us soone~ or latef.'We
consumption must stop at one Durham Police and State Police·.
"If you go in with the attitude
funding did hot maintain its are going to have to look at other · ·
o'clock
.
"We're 'flOt in the business of getting hammered, that's
financial piece of the pie~
sources for future support if we
J. Gregg Sanborn, Dean for to intimidate people or elim- where the problems start," said
Last fiscal. year the federal want to sustain the level of.
Srudent Affairs, urges t,ailgaters · inate their opportunity to have Rose.
"
.government provided 81 % of growth we have seen over the
to use discression when they a good time," Sanborn said, ''.But _ _ But not everyone is as optimthe funding; this _year it pro- last ten years."
celebrate ·on Homecoming wee- w hen people ge_t intoxicated, · ist:ic as Rose and Sanborn about
vided 75% of the $.21.5 million
The Sta~e of New Hampshire
kend.
·
sometimes the police are reresearch budget. ·Overall, the
GRANTS, pa.ge 11
POLICY, p~ge 5 amount of money provided by
"We' re not looking for prob- quired to take action."
lems," said Sanborn, "We' re just
Sanborn stresses that he

~Tailg~ting policy still restricts

Research funding
on the .increase

Students ·c laim
new -sen·a te Seats
By Holly Simpson
motivate the Greek system.
The Greek and Commuter
'Tve seen a lot more Greek ·
Senate elections filled four open
people -getting involved," he
seats Wednesday _w ith Sigma
said. "That's one of my main
Alpha Epsilon brother Mike
objectives, I'd like to see more
Desmarais and commutersJohn
people involved."
.
Garthwaite, Jennifer Turbyne, ·
Student's across cainpus comand Chris Hosner.
·
plained about the lack of infor· _According to Student Senate
mation regarding the election,
Executive officer Stevf: Rodersaying voting tables set up did
ick, only two <;;reeks vied fo~
not display signs defining their
the one Senate position while
purpose. Roderick said signs
eight commuters ran for the
will be a part of future elections.
three seats available.
.
Roderick explained that the
Desmarais defeated Alpha Xi
Senate's limited election budget
Delta· sister Julie Haggarty by
hinders student participation.
13 votes. A total of 93 votes were The bulk of the budget, over 70
cast, Desmarais receiving 5 3 and
percent, is spent on the student
Haggarty 40. 1
body presidential election, RodDesmarais is filling ·the seat
erick said.
·
vacated by Scott.Wilson. AccordThe commuter race for senate
ing to Desmarais, Wilson had . seats was a close one. The
to leave the position because
participants were Scott Demers,
· he was not living in a Greek . Melanie Drette, John Garthwahouse, a requirement for Greek ite1 Chris Hosner, Nancy Jida,
senators.
· Brian Lo gee,. Wendy- Rantilla
Desmarais said his year and
and Jennifer Turbyne.
.
a half as a Sawyer Hall repreFirst plac:e was captured bv __
sentative to the Senate gave him - SENATE, page 11
the experience he needs to .

Towering tre~s in~i.te,stud~Q.t to stray from .thtd,eaten ,p~t~. (Jopy Pratt photo) .
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bNTHESPOT
-

'

_.The Dimond libra.r y is being considered for renovation.
What would you ·~ost like to.see changed? ··

.

'

. "The main floor rug is distracting. ·Jt should be a solid color."
Mathew Pottier
c

"I 'think they need to do some· thing about climate control. It's
usually either very cold or
unbearably hot."

''More bqoks because the quantity of selection is inadequate.
. And possibly a better lounge
' with coffee machines, .or maybe
a library coffee shop, for com-

.

''I think they should put the Bio.
. S..cience library back in the main
library".
Michell~ Ryder

Freshman

muters~"

Stephen Pepple

Undeclared

Jennifer Bailey

D.C.E. .

Sophomore
Biology
. Junior
J

English

STUDE-N T .
SENAT E
_Greek Senator Openings
·2 New Positions
..

f"· ... ~

,l

'~

•

•

~

!.

;

•

•

· .:· ApplicatiOns: a-V dilable in Senate

.·
· Office, ••.·
the MUB, 862~1494
Room 130 of
,,

Deadline·s :e,pt 30, 1988 .· 4 pm
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NDAR.·

·Ex ~PrOf a.cCents Liberal Arts
.

'

By Tom Joseph
Retired psychology Professor
·George Haselrud criticized liberal arts education as a forum
of memorization rather than
learning yesterday in a presentation of one of his papers.
Haslerud's paper, a collaboration with professor of psychology Wallace Russell, was
titled "Creative Thinking: A
Promising Way to Redirect
Liberal Art Education." .
In support of his pr~mise,
Haslerud cited a survey which ·
compared college graduates to
people who never attended
college. The graduates studied
were ten year alumni.
.
"There was not much difference between those who w~nt
to college and those who _didn'i;"
Haslerud said. "There should
be a big difference. An education
should be an experience of a
lifetime and there ought to be
some evidence that a person has
had an education."·
Haslerud illustrated creative
transfer using the simple e~ample of a child, who unable to
reach a toy on a high shelf, gets
a chair from another room to
. step on. Even though the chair
is'. not immediately visible, the
child is able to remember it
exist~nce a~d perceptualize its

EXHIBITION-

Ex4ibi t - "Women of Courage," an exh-i bit of -large
pho:tograrhic .J?Ortra~ts fro~ the _Black ~omen Oral Histo_ry
P.ro1ect o the Schlesmger Library Radcliffe College. Portraits
o.f :40 outstanding black women who have made significant
contributions to American society. Main floor hallway.
Thompson Hall.
FRJDAY, SEPTEMBER 23

Blood _D rive - Gran~te State Room, M~B., noon to 5 p.m.
Friday ni_ght Basketball - For anyone who cares to play, New'
Hampshtre Hall Gym, 8 to 10 p.m.
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 24

Men's Soccer. - vs. Boston College, 2 p.m.
Women's Soccer - vs. Rhode Island, Field House, 2 p.m.
Celebrity Series - Actors from the London Stage, Under
Milkwood, Richards Auditorium, Murkland Hall, 8 p.m:
· Dance - !'Dance to the Beat of the Beach," Huddelston Hall
SJ?.Onsored wit~ proceeds going to r_e novation ~f Dia_m ond
Library. Catholic Student Center, 8 p.m. . .
.
SUNDAY_, SEPTEMBER 25

MUSO Film - ·;wild Strawherries." Strafford Room, MUB,
7 and 9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2. ·
.
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 26

Art ~~int Sale - GraniteiStat~ Room, MUB, 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Women's Tennis - vs. Harvard, Field House, 3 p.m.

us~aslerud, · a professor at Former UNH pr-ofessor George Hasselrud lectured on th<:
UNH from 1945 to 1972, said importance of a Liberal Arts education yesterday. (~hris Estes)
the aim of our liberal art colleges and are only tested on how well
room experience.
should be the development of they know these. facts.
"It (Creative transfer) sets
perceptual thinking,in students.
"The key," Haslerud said, "is the stage for insightful expeStudents should be taught to to find techniques which will riences for both the professor
"think metaphorically, to search reveal to what extent the stu- and the student;'' Haselrud said.
for alternative explanations and dent can utilize what has been "Many of the most charasmatk
to try by various arrangements le.a rned in new contexts."
professors often times use this
to increase the probability of
"Memorization," Haslerud type of teaching, where the
insight."
said, "seldom rises . above a students are r,ea)ly drawn i_n to !
Haslerud noted that most comfortable feeling of h,mil-' learning situations, i nstead of l
colleges require students to have iarity."
.
,
_being recipients of a particular
"only a recognition memory of · Creative transfer may also . outline."
facts from texts and lectures" create a more enjoyable class-

Kennedy at Democrat center
By Sarah 'Minnoch
On Tuesday, joe Kennedy
helped to open the Dover Democratic Office by giving an
en_thusiastic pep talk on behalf
of Democrats running for office.
The 85 Washington Street
office will represent such Democrats as Michael Dukakis for ·
pr~sident, Paul McEachern for
governor of New Hampshire,
Joe Keefe for Congress, and Burt
Cohen for the Governor's Council.
Notable politicians attending
the opening included Dudley
Dudley, a former state represeritative and lobbyist, stare
representative William McCann
Jr., Alan Kranz of the Dover
City Party, representative to the
general c·ourt Tom _Scharff,
candidate Burt Cohen and state
repr~sentative candidate Katie
Wheeler.
Dukakis, McEachern, and
Keefe were unable to attend
because of previous obligations.
Kennedy opened his speech
to ·applause after Kranz's introduction by saying, "(I'm) just
hoping that you keep doing that
when I'm through."
He told a humorous story
ab.out a priest he had met in
Ireland and then went into the
issues that he f_eels are important to the Democratic cause.
kennedy mentioned that the· .
prie::e of a college education has
gone up by 140 percent in the
past five years .. .·
Kennedy also brought up
health ca-r e, and how some ..

people will not be as fortunate
as his family. He made a personal reference· to his_98-yearo 1d grandmother; Rose
Kennedy, who "has helped us
and we' re fortunate to be able
to help her, . but some can't
beca_use of the past administration."
·
"If you believe in your government, then tha~ government
needs your hand," said Kennedy,
"You've got to care for this
nation."
'Tm getting sick of hearing
that the Democrats are unpatriotic," said Don Pageote, who
is running for District 9 in
Dover.
Pageote-who served in World
War II, was torpedoed in the
South Pacific, re- enlisted for
the Korean War and was a troop
carrier at Yokosuka Naval Base
in.1950. ·
'Tm in politics because I c~re
about America, about affordable
housing, about student loans,"
said Pageote.
Kennedy said he was glad to
see "support from the younger
Democrats as well."
Student representation was
evident with SBVP Mike Rose,
also serving ·as Cohen's campaign manager, Tim Silk; who
is Co-Chairperson for Students
for the University (SFU) and
a consultant to Cohen's campaign, Ken Skidmore and Jay
..Gould,'both with the Democratic Student Organi_zati-on and a

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27

Art Print Sale - Granite State Room Lobby, MUB, 10 a.m.

- 5 p.ni.

·

.

Student Recital #1 - Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts, i p.m.
Men's 'Soccer - vs. Plymouth State, 3 p.m. .
Field Hockey - vs. Browp, New Hampshire Hall, 3:30 p.m.
The New 1-fampshire (~SPS 379-280) is eublish~d ·and distrib1.ued semi-~eekly ,
throughout the academic.year.- Our offices are located·in Room 151 of the Men;iorial .
Union Building , UNH, Durham, NH 03824. Busine.ss Ofice hours: MondayFriday l()am-3pm. Academic year subscription: $24:oo:. Thircl class postage
paid. at Durham, NH 038_/4. Advertisers _should -check their ads the first day: :~
The New Hampshire willin· no case be re~pon'sl·ble for ,'typographica·l-or oth~t 1 '.
trrors, but will reprint that part of an advertisment in which a typographiul
· · error appears, if notified immedtatelr, POSTMASTER.: send address changes
to The-New Hampshire, 151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 8,000 copies printed
(per issue by Journal Tribun~. Biddc;:ford Maine.

Musi

few UNH students there for - CALENDAR INFORMAnoN
BE~- s{JBMITT~o To -·t 1
support.
.'THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ·ROOM 2i22, MOB. ,.
"I think that today's opening
(Observe .deadl.ines(~ proper forms)
, _ , .,
.. .,.,.,
.
'
- .....,:' ..,
indicates the future of this
country and the future of this
state relies on two- things: youth
and the Democratic party," Rose
(continued from,page 3)
said.
~

~

(

.

POLICY

· "And our candidates such as
McEachern, Keefe, and Cohen
will bring us to the right kind
of future that we students should
be concerned about," said Rose~
"After all, we will have to live
with what happens now."

the changes in the policy. Doug
Chief Beaudoin of the UniClark, UNH alumni and owner versity police agrees with the
of Glory Daze, feels differently. change in policy, but says that
"The football gaine has no- having tailgating continue withthing to do with why I go to · out alcohol will be difficult to
Homecoming, says Clark, "I enforce.
don't see any correlation be"We'll do the best that we can
tween the· football game· and do," said Beaudoin. He· added · ·
"Students sl)ould get involved .Homecoming." _
that the plan will be strictly
for things like student loans and·
Clark feels that Homecoming enforced.
·
·
getting jobs. Things that con- is a time to see old friends and
Beaudoin understands that
cern us directly," Skidmore said. _ not to watch a football game. · people will seek other places
He also feels that beer is a to drink.
The Students .for Dukakis "necessary evil" in the situation
"The fundamental thing thae ·
Organization is attempting to and having it available is the _ m.o st p~ople don't seem to
have Dukakis return to UNH · only hope fO£ Homecoming to ., ·appreciate ·is., that, by providing .
before the election. In a le.t ter be successful.
.
.
a place ·w drink od campus, if .·.
to the Dukakis campaign on
Clark says that the tailgating someone gets hurt, the conseSeptember 19, the organization policy does not control the quence is that the U niver~ity
. as-ks Dukakis to retm;:n to the problem of isolated incidents. is libel," s.aid Beaudoin. "By
"state that kicked off his cam- By stopping drinking at 1 pm, stopping the drinking at one .
paign for the presidency.''
the University is just scattering o'clock it takes the burden off
· According to Gould, the De- -. the problem by forcing people of the University."
•
to .go elsewhere to drink.
·
Homecoming, which startsbate Society is trying to have
"When the police close the October 17 and ends on the 22,
the debate between guberna. 1
.
has t -r-adi't1·onally been a time .
tional nominees Republican 1ots, mo bs O f angry
a umnt go
.,
downtown
and
to
the
bars.
They
when
the alumni gets, a-chance >..
nd
Judd Gregg a Democrat Paul are not in a good frame of mind to meet with old friends.
·
~c~achern hmovf:d to_ an aud- and they are very angry" said
Clark feels that Gordon Haaitormm so t at quest10, n_s c_ an .. ·_ .
. . ·. ·
'
·
·
land, -President
of UNH, should
be asked by the public. ;Current-· . Clark
.
·
· . · '
.
·
1 in,
1 th d b t · · · h d 1 d t b - _., · He added that these restrtc- tal{e a more active roe
y,ld ~ teh a etuisd_sc endutel ~- de tions will just make people drink Homecoming and use it as an ·
h e m e s 10 a - e evise
· db h
·
· h h
on Channel 11 on October 27 more~? e ave worse.. "You,re opportuntty
to meet wit t e
.
• • ~ ·= ·
,
• -, • . ~ - ' ' \ ' ,, ... ... ~
not gomg to- stop· people from :alumni .in ,a rela:x:td Setting-, · .. ·
at 8 p._m. ,... , •-.-(.·' ··:· .· > i·
,,"- drinking," Clarksaic:t· ' . ·
.
~:
'
., .
.
.

> ,,,::.
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NOTICES.

Dorin_phone system
~--------~~---------------..I. soon campus-wide
CAREER

. ALCOHOLICS ANONYM<;)US MEETING: Qpen
~o. A,1\ ~embers and ariyone who thinks they have
-. a drmkmg problem. Mondays, and Wednesdays_,
Conference Room, 2nd floor, Health Services, noon
tQ 1 p.m. Information/confirmation: 436-8001.

By Jill VanLokeren
_
the profits from the already
. . The Communication Age is existing-codes are all we have
here and UNH Telecommun- to expand from .dorm to dorm
11
'
ications is shaping up to the with this, so it will be a slow
· •
·
·
latest phone technologies.
process," he said.
11
CHRONICILLNESSSUPPORTGROUP:Monday,
The telephone systems inLast year. to 0et a pho.ne in
October
3, Conference
z::,
stalled last year . in Hunter a dorm room was
expensive, ·
·
f Room ' 2nd floor ' Health
GENERAL
S
·ervI.Ces, 7-8 p.m. In ormation: Health Education '
proved .successful, according to , says Janice Lemir, Hunter Hall
862-3823.
Charlie Simpson, director of president. It's a pain sometimes
BEYOND W ~~: For i.n formation on upcoming
Telecommunications.
to punch in the code she said,
events and activities, see us at the MUB on Friday ,
HIV Counsding & Testing: Anonymous free
'
September 23, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. ·
The new system started in bu_t she said it's still better this
counseling and testing for AIDS. Tuesday~, and
Hunter when 862 phones were way.
Wednesdays, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. By appointment only
THEATER AUDITIONS: Auditions for "The Ice
installed in rooms for free
The ,P rivacy is much better
Health Education; 862-3823. ,
'
Wolf," a children's prodµctiori, are open to all UNH
campus calls and long distance than -l1all phones; she said. It's
stu,~ents: Production , dates, November 14-:.19
OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS MEETING: Tuescalls with the use of .an access too loud in the ·halls and you
(daytime). Mqnday, September 26 and Tuesday,
days, Conference Room, 2nd floor, Health Services,
code, said Simpson. He added . can't hear well, Lemir said.
_
September 2I, Hennessy Theater, Paul Arts, 5:30
· 1 to 2 p.m. Information: 434-7578 or Health
that the 75 percent subscription
"If someone has to get in
· p.m.
Education, 862-3823.
·
· rate is evidence of its success.
touch with you, it's so much
A $5 montl).ly service fee is easier," she said. "You never
RETIREMENT RECEPTION: For David Noyes
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS: Thurs(Engin~ering 1:edinician III), Department of
also charged for the authoriza- have to wait to use the phone.
days, conference Room, Health Services 1 to 2
. Mechanical Engmeering, College of Engineering
tion code, he said. · ·
.
You get your own bill, which
p.m. Information: 742-2002, Ext. 512. · '
· and :Physical Sciences. Tuesday, September 27, Room
The system expanded to Wil- avoids roommate arguments,"
310, Ku)gsbury, 1 p.m.
11
liamson over the summer when saiq Kara Driscoll, a Hunter
MEETINGS
232 additional jacks were in- resident..-·
OPEN'HOUSE: Hosted by Non-Traditional Student
RITE OF CHRISTIAN INITIATION OF ADULTS:
stalled
to provide service to the
Another benefit is that you
Center. fo_r all students, faculty & staff, Tuesday, 1 Weekly discussion over dinner of Catholic faith
entire building, he said.
·· can call from anywhere on
September 27 and Wednesday, September 28, 2nd
with Reverend Pennett, cordinator. Mondays
" Each room in these dorms has - campus with yotir authorization
floor, Pettee House, 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. We'll
Catholic Student Center, 5:30 to 7 p.m. Open t~ ·
their own phone and own ex- code, she said.
.
be more than happy to show you around.
all.
ten·tion, he said, adding that
Simpson also said that · he
EXCHANGE INFORMATION: Spomored by
there are still can;ipus phones - plan~ for a campus .wid~ voic~
.COMMUNICATION ASSOCIATION MEET- .
D~an of Studen!S, L~arn about programs at San
in the hallways. ..
·
data, video .network system.
INGS: To be held every Monday night in Room ,
· Diego State U nivers1ty, UC, Santa Cr.uz,. and the
Gibbs, Englehart, Chris- This will linkall buildings on .
M213, Paul Arts at 7 p.m, new members are needed
new· Nati'onal Student E~change. Tuesday, Sepand anyone interested in finding out more about
t e r1s en , - and Sm it h were . campus, he _said.' This· fibetoptic ,
tember 27, Ca.rroll/Belknap Room:, MUB, lZ:30
Communication Assoc. should. attend Monday
equipped
with 6~ hall phones based network would allow .
.
p.m.
·
'
September 26.
have ·long distance accesibility .everyone on campus ~o talk to
. WAYSMEET PROTESTANT FELLOWSHIP: . CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION MEETthrough access codes, said Simp- everyone else, computer to
Meet Sunday, September 26 for pizza and fun!
ING: All are wel~orrie to ~eekly meetings, Tuesday,
son.
compute.r,_he said.
~ ·
·
Waysmeet Protestant Student Center, 15 Mill Road;
Almost 400 authorization · Students of today demand
Room 212, Hamilton Smith, 12:40 to 1:15 p.m.
6 P-!11·, Newcomers welcome.
codes have been activat~d, Simp- more and more iriforination
son said, adding that there is .access, said Simpson. This would
HOMECO~ING PLA~NING MEETINGS: Open
"WOMEN OF COURAGE: THE BLACK WOMEN
no $5 monthly fee f9r these hall enable a ~tudent; with a comput9 _anyone interested. i.n planning Homecoming
ORAL J:IIST~RY PROJECT": A talk; given by . week for October 17-22. Tuesdays, Rockingham
phone codes.
ter to use·the card catalog in the
R_uth Hill, Di~ector •of- the Project, Schlesinger
·
'
Room, MUB, 12 :4 5 to l: 45 p.m.
Residential Assista.trit's tel- library from their computer, he
Library, Radcliffe. (40 portraifs from the Project
are op ~xl\ibit in Thompson Hall_thru Oct. 14)
BI_BLE STUDY: "Exploring Jesus in the· Gospels,"-,
ephone services have all been said. Professor's assignmefl.ts
Wednesday, September 28, Hillsborough/ Sullivan
with Reverend_Pennett. Cathplic.Stµ det::1t Center. ,
·eq1 ~ppe<;i: wkl;i ~t~~~s~pg-d~ cap~ .- and res~.·'. areh-sould _ib.,@"'obtained
_Room, MUB, noon to 1 p.m.
., (' .
.
~ tp 8:15 p.m. ,
abihty, he sai~. on3s·R A's, 115 _ frorri ctesk?co:input~rt h ~ added.
h~ve subscribed to a code, he
. Most forward-looking uniTGI~ ~IZZA LUNCH: Every Friday at the NonCANCER SURVIVORS AND SUPPORTERS
said, adding that Residential versities have this ' network .
Traditional Student Center, Pettee House noon
MEETING: A group for those with cancer or friends ·
Life pays the $5 fees.
installed, says Simps9~.
to 1:30 p.m., $1 a slice and some of the best co~pany
. _Because_of the 95 percent
The question of when this
and relativ~s with_cancer. Tuesday, Room 249 /
around.
·
Health Servtees, 7. to 8:30 p.m.
.
· student demand , for these could be -installed .depends on
·
·
·
phones this year; students need approval and funding by . th_e
, HEALTH
AMATEUR
.RADIO CLUB MEETING: To discuss
plans for the ·semester a.nd upcoming activities.
to ·v.oic::e their opinions if they Board of Trustees, he ·said. ·
AL~ANON MEETING: Mondays, Lib~ary, Health .
27,
Merrimack
Room,
MUB,
want
anythin•g done, Simpson
"These computers are the key
Tuesday,
September
Servtees, noon to 1, p.m. Information/ confirmation:
to our · economic future-s a'n d
7 p.m.
., . _
· stressed.
·
742-2002, ext. 512.
·
__!__ _~ . : . _ _ _ : _ _ - - ' -_
_
_
_:___ _ __
_ I_
"It's an- exrensive project apd jobs," S.impsoh added.
ASA proudly wdco~es Howard Atkinson, a partner
. from Ernst & Whmney Big 8 Accounting firm in
Manchester as he will pres·ent his "Tips on
Interviewing" seminar, Thursday, September 29
from 7-9pm in the Champlain Room (New England
Cent~r). All interested please attend. .

a

';---:--_-_-_-_~_-_-_-:::_o_R_D_I_N
_A
_·--:N-.-c-:-·_E_
, (continued from page 3)
.

·.

needed for repairs.
areas would disappear, ne said.
The solution, says Clark, is
The Ordinance is · mea-nt to
to demand more housing from '
protect the single fami ly resthe U niversity rather than fight
idents, not to discriminate
the ,1 986 amendment to the
against the students, he con. tinued.
zoning laws of Durham. The
students will take action, accord:_ The lack of campus housing
in~ t_o Silk. "We at e addressing ·
allows landlords to charge high
this issue because we care about
rent and q owd h ouses, said
this town and don't want to see
Clark. The high rents artificially
it tolerate behavior which is
io.flate real estate prices while
re.J?,ugnant to thinking people:"
crowding houses actually deThat of course includes
crease the value of the proper- ,iri:apporpriate student behavior
t ies, he cont-i nued. Acco r ding
but t~_is must be a two-way
"to Clark, $9,000 w.as collected
street.
for one house on M ain Street
_. last y~ar, while $20;000 w~s

• ,.::9

~.~~

In

64 MARKET ST.
PORTSMOUTH , NH

would like to knoW
whit you think of us.
S-end .·Letters to the
Editor to:·

The New Bampshil'e .
·~R ,9 oril 151

Th~Hei;irt' Of · '" ·

To~ n" ·
Serving Food & Drink
Monday - Saturday
11 AM - 11:30 PM

Oeay-

.MUB ~

(603) 431-1851
.

..

The Sfockpot Restaurant , in downtown· Porfs~
mouth, would like ·to announce that we will be ,
donating 5% of our daytime food sales(ll:00am- ·
5:00~m) from Sept. 19 through Oct~ 15 to the·N.H.
Hiinge_r Fund.
·
·.
·, ·· ·

· -CHEAP.EATS for agood caue

'"'f

The New Hampshire

'

. R ead the 'c: .,,4,,:ts_ ·and :Entertainment
pages!

Letters to the e.d itor
should be typed with a
n~me, address , and,
phone number for
v rification.
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Peace Corps: . unuse d source ·
the Peace Corps."
One incident Holmes noted
. UNH was ranked among the
lowest irt Peace Corps volun- was a woman who had 'done
teers across the country last year. minor secretarial work for the
"The statement that 'New CIA a~d was immediately disHampshire is. laid back' is a -missed froin the Peace Corps
· e up lie mis r:n ,." said David when the information was disHolmes, also a Peace Corps covered.
Da1:ge-r is another factor
veteran and-previous assistant
preventing volunteers from
Peace Corps director.
"UNH is a great place with coming forward. But Fletcher
some super people, but there dismisses those fears saying;
are too many unmotivated peo- "You run the same risks over.pie here just sitting back, wait- seas as you would in here."
The Peace Corps does not
ing for life to happen," :Holmes
,place anyone in potent,i ally
.
said.
Joseph Golden is only one of dangerous countries, according
two. Peace Corps recruits from to Fletcher.
the University of_New Hamp- · "We are not in South Africa,
Nicaragua, or EL SaJ__vadoi-,"
shire this year.
Golden .will be flying to Fletcher said. "If volunteers are
Kenya, Africa ·S.ept. 29 to begin in an area that becomes danger-.
"the toughest job · he'll ever ous, the Corps will pull them
out."
lov~." ·
"The Corps will honor a
''Two· years is a long time,"
Golden said, 'Tm excited, rier- person's request to avoid a
particular area if he has a valid
·
vous, and scared."
Brad Fletcher, Peace Corps reason." Fletcher said.
Fletcher did admit that v.oveteran and recrui.t ing director,
said that every volunteer comes lunteers are presently in the
·
·
. to his office under the impres:- Phillipines.
The Peace Corps is attemptsion that the CIA is involved
i'n g to build their progra·m
with the Peace Corps~'
"Everyone ~ants t~ know if nationwide. There are 6,000
the CIA infiltrates the Peace people in the field and by 1992
Corps,'' .Fletcher said. ~'Nothing they are aiming for 10,000.
I_say can convince them that There are volunteers in 65
they are not related. In iny own · nations and a total of 60 volunexperience, there was nothing teers from New Hampsp.ire.
"Before, people felt it was
I learned to even help the CIA."
Holmes said, "!tis a written impossible 'to get in; but a lot
· law that if a person has had any of slots are available," -F letcher
previous association with the said.
CIA then they cannot-go into _ There are programs in busBy Angelique Davi

iness, teaching, health services
and the sciences. There are areas
for liberal arts students al~o.
"The Corps would like more
volunteers from the earth sciences and biology majors,'_'
Fletcher said.
Golden will be teaching math
at the high school level.
"My position could change
if I am needed elsewhere,"
.Golden said, "In a three month
training period, I will have to
learn how to speak Ki Swahili
well enough to teach students."
~!etcher and his wife Jane
spent two years in Benin, West
Africa, teaching agriculture and
english, respectively.
Holmes volunteered during
the JFK days. "The love 'em and
clean 'em up" days," said•
·Homes, "We were a new breed
of hero."
Over a two year period,
Holmes developed two savings
and loan corporations, raising
Peru from the lowest Latin
American country "financially
.
to the highest.
"Both are still functioning,"
ahead to Ke"nya, Africa. (Lisa Lagatta photo)
Holmes said.
For some, gaining knowledge · different cultural experience," Corps tries to match a person's
skills with the needs of the area.
about the Third World is a Golden said.
The Corps has three main
I:letcher looks for a particular
reason for joining the Corps.
Others act-on a sense of com- individual in his selection pro- objectives: filling trained man.;
passion. For others, it can be cess'. "He has to have a good power needs, promoting a better
commitment, idealism, and a understanding of Americans in
as simple as a desire to travel.
Golden had been encouraged · bit_of selfishness. But he can't _overseas countries, and promby veterans. He admits it will go in r,lanning to do missionary oting a better understanding of
others on the part of Americans.
be a good addition to his res_ume, work.
For Holmes, 'Jt was the best
Some skills are necessary to
but does not feel that is where
he draws his commitment from. find job placement. Language education."
"This will be a completely _. experience can be helpful. The

T ~Hall museu m
-reveals a history
By Gina _DiGregorio
Most people do not realize
that nearly 100 years ago
Thompson Hafl housed everything from the women's gym- .
nasium to the library.
, When the blueprints were
drawn up in 1892, the University was centered around T-Hall.
Classrooms, offices and study
areas could all be found in this
one building.
Within a few months, the
history of UNH will be revealed
wh~n a walking museum program opens, according to Victor
Azzi, director of Campus Plan.
. ning.
. The walking museum program is set up to allow people
to see a variey of artifacts by
going into T-Hall and other
i'
campus· buildings. ·
· ,. "This new program will demo ns_t ra t~-;-Pll;r int~rest in our
hemage, said Azz1.
UNH museum.coordinato r
Dale Valena has ~been working
pai:t-time since June, packing
and organizing aJl ·of the artifacts that have been'stored in
the Field House;
According to Valena, this
program will also give students
the opportunity to work in a
I

I

CONGRATU LATIONS
and
WELCOME

i

I

...:: ... - .... ~-·_.

•

museum-related field and do
research.
Despite criticism over space
allocation in T-Hall_ during
renovations, students are
pleased with this new program.
Stacy Williams, a juni9r,
believes that T=-Hall "had ·no
purpose for students, but now
it might."
Junior Moira McCabe feels
that the museum is a "good
idea."
Over the years the campus
expanded and things began to
change. With this change, came
the UNH Museum Committee,
established in the 1960s.
Phil Wilcox became the museum curator and collected
various artifacts that depicted
UNH history. These _artifacts
· were housed in the Field House.
However, as time passed,
funds dwindled and space for
the artifa<:ts were reduced. Until
recently, the UNH Museum was
set on a back burner.
The interest in the museum
was held onto by the alumni.
The classes of 1932 and 1958
donated money to the mus.eurn,
plans were once again formu.
lated.

_She left everything .
she knew and entered a
world few have ever seen.·
Some say she went
too far.

OR ~
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The -A dventure of Dian Fossey
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Equipment hinders local water

"I never thoughr --- I Could looK .·
this good.''
11ve alwi)ys been careful about cr-ioosing makeup. I even used a color consultant
once. But unci.l an expert from Beauty For All Seasons!>visited me, I had no
idea·how far the science of color had progressed.
Color Alliance'" is the unique creation of Beaµty For 4_/1 Season-s, !)the leader

in the science of color. They use an in-depth computer analysis to pinpoint
not ju~t the colors that best complement skin, hair, a_nd eyes, but the
1
precise values and chroma levels too.
_
·
Then I received the palette of my 40 best colors. It's indispensable
when I'm shopping. I've always believed in looking my best. But now thatTve
discovered Color Alliance'", I know, I 90
·

The real beauty is that it works. -

Call for your personal Color Alliance,.. beauty analysis.

~

BeautyFor ·.

1·~ All Seasons

w

Yo_
ur Independent Co_lor Consultant

.Lydia Eklund 772-5282

By R. Scott Nelson
which has units which date back· quantities of granite, such ·as
Due to outdated equipment to the 1930's.
New Hampshire.
,
... at the UNH-wate-r treatment
"The wate~ (in the reservoir)
"Radon. is not a probl em in
facilities in Durham, the poten- fluctuates very qq.ickly. The surface water (such as the
tial for contamination of the more they stress the system, the Durham reservoir), just in
drinking water exists, but pres- greater the chance there is that ground water; such as a well,"
ently the water passes all state ~omething could happen, such said Armstrong.
safety standards.
as a .microbiological contami~
·"Th e system nee d s to b e nation," Collins said.
Most Durham residents and
•
Armstrong said the water -is students are not worried about
upgraded. . Some treatment umts
there are close to capacity," said tested daily for fluctuations_'in th-e safety of the water in
· Michael R. Collins; pro f essor pH, turbidity (a general indi- Durham.
of civil .engineering; "J guess cator of water cleanliness),
"OcassionaHy the water turns
I would say this is a warning."'. chlorine gas, and fluodde.
brown, but · we are usually
There is no need to be
Tests to determine the pres- warned about it- though not
alarmed if you us_e Durham town ence of toxic chemicals~ such as always, said sophomore Christy.
_
water, sat·d p eter B. A. rmstrong, pesticides, are conducted once • Roux, a Williamson resident.
water facilities supervisor for a year by the state.
Senior Mona Deprey saithe treatmeµt plant which
"So-far, levels here have been d,Tve never had any problems
very low or undetectable, def- with the water,Tve always liked
serves UNH and Durham.
"The water here is analyzed initely below the safety levels it."
.
daily, weekly, monthly, and set by the state,"· said. Arm·~The water has been brown
yearly. fois monitored every day s,trong.
.
only a fe~ times this year," said
to determine how it should be
Professor of Water Resources Durham r~sident Madiha Farag.
treated to make it safe," Arm- William Bowden said that the "I don't feel it necessary to use
strong said.
land surrounding the Coll~ge· bottled water."
. According to Armstrong, · Woods reservoir is coniured in
there have been no problems such a way that oppouunities .
Armstrong said that · the
with contamination of the water for toxic -_c ontamination are br_o wnnes.s of the 'water occurs
· when the lines are flushed out.
supply recently except manga- small.
nese, which causes the occasion"The gas stations and dairy He said that this ·only takes a
al brown color.
barns are upstream so that the • couple of minutes, and the water
"Although it is not unsafe; possibility-of a~cidental pollu- is safe to drink afterwards.
I wouldn't drink the brown tion from petroleum and feces
"W~ hope _ to . hflve .some
water," _said Armstrong:
· is remote.': Bowden said. ·
· tethniques in the future at this
Collins said the people at the
Radon, tlte water-soluble gas plant that cap. better deal with
water treatment facilhy have which has recently been found the manganese problem," Arm:.
their "hands tied" because-they to cause lung cancer, is of special strong said. "There ,is noth(ng
working wit_h a system concern in states with 1ar e planned immediately, though.''.
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A single exam score may
.b e _more important~than ,
you~ hard-eafflecf GPA.

SCORE

·Thousands of bright, otherwise eligible studen~
are unfairly penalized every year for being
underprepared,.for not knowing critical testtaking skills or for freezing up during the actual
exam, thus concealing their true "aptitude."
can ov~rcome these probl~ms if you know what
kirid of questions to expect, have learned proven
test-taking strategies, and have practiced under
simulated test conditions.

HIGH

Y~u

· GAPS gives you the knowledge, confidence
and the competitive edge you need to
succeed on critical exams.

---------------:

□ Yes! Please send me the complete preparation ·
course checked below;

□ DAT .$279.00
(Chemistry, Biology, Math
Skills, Perceptual Motor ,
Ability, Reading Comprehension and Interview
· Preparation)

□ I.SAT $179.00
(Reading Comprehension,
Disputes and Rules, logical
Reasoning, Analytical
Reasoning ~d Writing ·
Samples)

• 210 pages ~f text

.1

•

.. D GMAT $199.00

· (Physics, Chemistry, Biology,
Reading_ Comprehension,
Quantitative Skills and
Interview Preparation)

• 578 pages of text
• 14 60~minute cassettes

□ GRE $159.00
(Verbal, Quantitative and
Analytical Ability) ·

• 1261 pages of text

• 37 60-minute cassettes

10 60-minute cassettes

D MCAT $349.00

(Verbal and Quantitative
Skills)

• 727 pages of text
• 17 60-minute Cf!SSettes

...

• 1122 pages of text

• 46 60-minute cassettes
Please send me
· more information.
□

Mail to: GAPS Center, 500Third.Ave. W., Box 34057, Seattle, WA 98U4-1057.
VISA or MC orders call (800) 426-5537 x 1241 or (206) 281-1241 from WA, AK, HI and PR.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~------,----Daytime Phone ( ___ _ ) _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _~-----~---__.;,:_----::--------'---,--~--:---City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ ZIP _ _ _- - ' - - - - - - - - - - Your &a:m Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ School_--,-----,-:-,------,---Enclosed: Check □
MO □
VISA □
MC □
Expiration Date

-

-

Vl5A/~C Ac~ount Number(all di~i~):

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I.I I I I

_Signature (required)~-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , , - - - - - - - , - - , - - - - - - - - - '

+
Course Cost

.

Sqipping"'

Total E~clo~ed.,..

·• shipping: Regular-UPS 3 weeks, $7 (no P.O. Boxes or AK, HI, PR)
.. Washingt~n residents agd 7.9% sales tax
P.O. Boxes, AK, HI, PR-Postal Delivery 3 weeks, $14
Rush-Federal Express 5 days, $21 for MCAT, $14 all others (no P.O. Boxes or AK, HI, PR)
2000

-----·-----------
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lee cream vendors
hit the pavement ·
By John Robert
Karl's and Fritz's are not the
only late night food vendors .on
cam pus this fall. Carl Pozella
and Chan Emery run the ice
cream truck, giving UNH stu:.1 ents a night"'.time snack alternative.
_
The two men, avid East coast
surfers on their. free time,, try
to reach the entire UNH capmus.
· "We start in the Williamson
and Christensen area and after
that we go to the family apartments and then its to the UAC,"
· Emery said. "We're pretty much
all over."
"We usually work out of
Portsmouth but we decided to
come down and sell ice cream
to the dorms," Polzella said.
"The only problem was with

·.

the assistant manager over at
the UAC. He told us to move,"
said Emery.
Karl, owner of the fast food
restaurant of the sarrie name,
said he"'· as not worried about
the new coinpetition.
"Naa, those guys won't lay
a glove on me," Karl said.
Students can look for the
truck between 8 and 12 pni,
Wedne,sday through Sunday.
'Just look around for us we'll
be there;" Polzella said.
The ice cream entrepeneurs
started the business this
summer and they enjoy their ·
work.
"It's a great way of rpaking
some cash," Polzella said . "I
have a great time and its a ·great
way of meeting some nice looking girls."
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DON'T WAIT!
BOOK NOW FOR
THE HOLIDAYS!
LONDON
PARIS ,
ROME
CARACAS
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Means It's Time to Protect
Yourself Against the

.

Round Trips'
St11rting 11t

From BOSTON

U

8 inches thick

43:~2757

FALL

l

TWIN $85
~
U FULL $105 U
' ~ 'Jo,uun!• ff Q U BEN $125 ff

•(V{; fl'M/

For stuq,ents, ]acuity and staff

FLU

398
488 .
598
409
.3 49 ·
1028

S'Y DNEY

not mclud•d.
ALSO I Vork · Study AbrOMI L11ngu11ge
Courses . Int·/ Student lb . Youth
,
Host•! P11ss•s
'EURAIL P11u•s issued on th• spot.'

-If you are -over age 65

T11xes

p1111
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BOSTON

Student

729 Boy lston St .

617-266-1926

CAMBRIDGE
1384 Mass. Ave.
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61.7-497-1497
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-If you have a chronic disease such as
diabetes, heart~ respitory, or,kidney disea~e
Vaccine available at HEALTH SERVICES CENTER
Monday through Friday,9:00a.m.-3:30p.m.
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ATTENTION MOM AND DAD!
.

'

Subscribing to THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
can ,keep you in touch despite the miles!
. Covering the latest University neios, arts, and spOrting ·
events, the award winning newspaper cap be deliVered
to your door step twice a week!!
.
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ONLY $25.00 year
$13.00 semester

-Sub~·,r-ribe ·Now!!
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_ _ _ _ _ _._ASSAULTS ._ _.

1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

(continued from page 1)

about releasing sensitive information, such as rape statistics,
because there is a fear that
victims will be scared away from
seeking help.
"I do think that the more
information available, the better." Patterson ·said, "But we
have to honor the students'
requests (not to release personal
information).''
"Dati_n g is the issue," Goodmon said, adding that the assaults that had occurred between
dating couples often happened
after the pair had been out on
one or two dates. "He decides
it's time to have sex, .and she
decides it's not/' she said.
- Goodmon said that clear
communication between men
and women is a vital part of
preventing rape . . "Men and
women-must communicate their
wishes clearly. Men 'must hear
a yes, and respect a no as a- no.
Women need to be assertive,

arid men need to respect physical perimenters," she said.
, Goodmon said that women
are not the only victims of i~pe;
inefi,, too, can be victims of male
rape. Men also become victims
when the women in their lives
are raped. SHARPP's crisis
counseling and support are
available to men as · well as
women, Goodmon said.
· In order for sexual assaults
on campus to become a thing
of the past, Goodmon said that
attitudes have to change. She
said that programs in dorms and
the Greek system are intended
to raise consciousness and make
sn1dents aware of the causes and
preventions of aquaintance
rape. "Men need to start thinking about ho_w their behavior
affects others," Goodmon said.
The message . that sexual
assault on campus is usually
aquaintance-related is beginnin_2: to sink in. '.'My perception

( o( sexual assault) is people
jumping out of bushes," said
Rob Burgess, a junior political
science major. Burgess said that
student awareness of the truth
needs to be improved, but that
the methods being used by the
university are not doing the job.
Heather Carr, a juniqr Span. ish and humanities· major, said
that she is more aware of
aquaintance rape now than
-when she was a freshman. "I
realize tqere's a lot more danger
(in social situations) than I ever
thought before," Carr said. She
said that people are less apt to
report aquaintance rapes because the situation is made more
embarassing and awkward by
the victim knowing her assailant.
Victims of sexual assault
should contact SHARPP
through the Dean of Students
office, 862-2050.
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The American Express® Card gets an outstanding welcome
virtually anywhere you shop, whether it's for a leather j~cket
or 1 leather-bound classic. Whether you're bound for
a bookstore or a beach in Bermuda. So durfng college
and after, _it's the perfect way to pay for just about
everything you'll want.

How to get the Card now.
College is the first sign of success. And because we
believe in your potential, we·ve made it easier
to get the American Express Card right now.
Whether vou're a freshman. senior or
grad student, look into our new automatic
approval offers. For details, pick up an
application on campus.
Or call 1-800-THE-CARD and ask for
a student application.

The American Express Card.
Don't Leave School Without It~M

11111. 81111■· >.• .•
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KICK BACK,
ANb ·· .. READ

(continued from page 1) ·
(continued from page 3)
until Spaulding is vacated.
congressionai approval of the
According to O'Connell, early budget in early 1989.
Garthwaite with 42 v-otes. TurFebruary is the forecasted date
The total capital budget for byn~ came in a close secoo.d with
for congressional review of this the USNH for the next bien- 38 votes and Chris Hosner took
budget. If passed by state legis- · nium, ~hich starts in the fall the third seat with 33 votes.
lature, planning of a new bio- of 1990, i-s $26,290,000. A li st Turbyne was a candidate for
logical sciences center would of priorities is drawn up by the student body vice-president lasl
begin soon afterward; O'Connell trustees to submit to the state, April.,
Hosner took his seat by a
said.
O'Conr.ell said. ·
The cost of building a new
First pri~rity1 according to marginal victory over Wendy
science center, renovating O'Connell, is for Plymouth State Rantilla. The final count was
Spaulding and connecting the . College's · ren·ovation of their · 33 to 32 votes. One-hundred and
library will come out of the next cultural arts center. The pro- · two commuters cas~ their votes., .. . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - bienniums capital budget.
jected cost is ,$.8.5 million.
"It is very encouraging to see
Victor Azzi, director of camRenovations to three main so many 'commuters running in
pus planning, explained the academic buildings on the the election this year. In the past
process,-"first, we will build a Keene State college campus we have had trouble filling these
-Bring To Life
. , bidlogical sciences building, totalli:ng $1.8 million is second spots," said Robert Rodle_r,
once complete we would move. in priority.
·
- chairman of the judicial affairs Fresh Beauty.
the va.r ious biological science
The $ 1.91 million for UNH committee. "So much particiBeautiful Hair. Hands.
departments into the new build- is tpird priority.
pation is (;xciting."
Feet. And Body.
ing allowing us to vacate SpauldA "look at life safety and
Last week, Desmarais argued
All made possible at Q_
ing."
handicap access to different for increasing Greek represen· Call today for an
" (Spaulding) could be ren- buildings" for all campuses of tation by two seats, even though
_appointment. 439-4414
pvated to become a large addi- the USNH is the fourth priority,_ it would give Greeks a higher
tion to the present library with O'Connell said.
·
ratio of representation. He said
some bridging structure that
A total list of eleven_priorities now there is a senator for every
connects the library to (Spauld- exist at this time. O'Connell said 115 Greeks while there are .__
ing)," said Azzi:
- he feels confident about the top approximately 140 students for
Both Azzi and O'Connell see three priorities being passed · ~ny other senator. ,
completion of the entire prop- ·· by the NH state legislature for
"There were a lot of questions
osaf in. 4-6 ye_ars depending on the '89~90 s_chool year.
and a lot of people against it,"
Desmarais said. "I thought it
-------_
wasn't adequate for five senators
(continued from page 3) _
tb cover 21 Greek houses."
-· -·
Desmarais argued that many
~
.has accounted for inost-'o f the support previouslyfor their own of the Greek's ho1:1se meetings
12 % incre_ase in the research - and their graduate students' are held at the same time,
I
~••
~
budget by doubling its funding work."
· , ·
making it difficult for the seth
in Fiscal Year 1988 to $2 mil"Now at programs involv- nators to keep in touch. He said
. '
lion. This is a reflection on how ing undergraduates in -research the seven senators will have to
nd
th'e federal government in re.,. a
of focusing on improving cover three houses and attend
I .. ~ :. :.;•
_cent year.s has tried to shift the secondary a nd po st -seco nd ary at least one house meeting for
responsibility to state govern- teaching are receiving more each a month.
men ts for many -programs. NSF .funding, faculty interested ·
60'5fateRd . Kittery. ME
Overall, the State of New Hamp- in these areas should be encourWRITE A
shire has increased its piece of aged to apply," she said.
. _
thefundingpiefrom5% to9%,
, "Anoth_e1:" example of ne-w
PERSONAL
-· cataneo said. -. .
_ . - opportun1t1.es on the federal
1
TODAY!
¼-',::-The lafge~t -beli'Jfactdr '6hhe·">' level is the N ation~l ·Jnsr.h'ute~ ,_ .
research budget is the Civil - of Health AcademIC Research
- Engineering faculty which is Enhancement A_ward (AREA)
conducting projects ~ainly for p~ogta~, for wh!ch U:~~H qua!the State Department of Envir- 1fied for the f trst time - this
onmental Services.
yeat .. ,A successful AREA grant
Even though the federal go- may well be ~he initial stepping
verriment is trying to cut back _stone to c.1a1or long .~erfr! sup- in funding, there still are some port from the NIH, said-Cagreat opportunities to raise taneo.
. _
. _
money, according to Cataneq.
_Another posittv~ note is 'that
"The National Science .Foun.:. UNH faculty contmue to make
dation has tripled its budget in rpore grant a_Rplications each
the last -three years for science year and h~ve an above a-yerage
and engineering research and acceptan.~e .rate, accordrng to
education at the undergraduate Cataneo. UN_H faculty de_serve
level.'.' said Cataneo, "UNH kudos for this extraordrnaty
_faculty hav_e by a9-9 l_arge sought - effort a-nd success.'_'.___
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More Than
·. ,Copies
• Floppy Disks
• FAX Service
• Resumes
• Collating & Binding

• Laser Typesetting
• Instant Passport Photos
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the ·copy center

51 Main . Street, Durham
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Editorial'
r-

Learning isn't always cohtfortable
It is a scary thing when students at UNH
.feel threatened by knowledge. Sometimes
we· forget we are here to grow, and instead
settle for ide~s planted within us long ago.
Jntroduction to Women's Studies seems
to have that effect on students. The reactions
I re·c eive when people know I am taking
.
this class are amazing.
I am careful _to use the word people,
beca·use it seems as . many women as men
nervously laugh off this class.
For four weeks now, my eyes have been
opened up to things I have never even
thought about. But I keep hearing sterotypes ,
about this class and the person I will soon
become. To be honest, I'm starting to get
.really tired of it. Four weeks into the
semester and I don't hate men, I haven't
seen anyone wearing army boots, arid I still
·_ - .
sha'\&e my legs.__,,
, It is difficult to understand why the words
·"Women Studies" and "feminism" scare
so many people off. If you ·think about it,
all feminists want is the same opportunities
that men ha:ve been given, the same
treatment.

I guess many people, including myself, . are interested in equality than I had once _
thought I would become a different person. thought .
Learning isn't always comfortable. I was ,_ ·
But there are not any classes at UNH that
have made me a different person, (_)nly one~ afraid to take a World Religions class.
My religion worked for me - why mess with
better.
In Women Studies, we talk a lot. Some a good thipg. Anyway, Buddhism seemed
days I- lea,ve angry. Some days I leave a little bizarre, maybe a lot-bizarre. -.
I took the class, and things that once
knowing I want to change some things in
my own life. Some days I leave thinking scared me began to intrigue me. No longer
about my mother and how my family did I pass off people who practiced this
operates. The greatest•classes at UNH are religion as freaks; I thought they had a pretty
the 01'es that disturb something inside of good thing going. It all came down to giving
you. Whatever the material, it is a great it a chance.
I was ·told I would develop a des.ire to
feeling to leave a class shaken up. I don't
see why Women's Studies has to be any castrate all the men at UNH after this
course. I .wohld become a man-hater. I
different.
This class doesn't brain wash, ide~s are haven't, nor do I think my professor .
simply thrown out at you. It is up to you encourages us to.
It's simply class. A class that meets only ·
.
to absorb them.
times a week. A class that is meant
two
There are men in my Women's Studies
your mind by challenging many
entice
to
class this semester and sometimes I feel
ideas. I think we _o ften
pre-conceived
your
of
about
uncomfortable for them as they wiggle
we're,here:
why
is
this
t
tha
forget
this
passed
haven't
they
But
chairs.
in· their
they
n-haters,
e
m_
of
group
a
class ·off as
are there to listen. Their presence alone
Susan Flynn, News Editor
is comforting to me. Perhaps~ more peoply
/
/
/:
. I
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/

/

/
/

/
/

Condos

To the Editor:
To the Editor:
I read the article on STRj\.F. Reading the editorial article, the
FORD .PLACE ("Condo conversion
letters to the Editor,. and the
creates controversy") in your last
University Forum page article about
issue with some disappointment.
the late fee made me VERY _angry.
As a.partner in Yankee DevelopActually, these articles maqe me
ment, I was very much involved in
think. And, somehow I always
JOANNE MARINO, Editor-in-Chief
the pruchase and, renovation of the
. become angry and frustrated when
that
property; and I am confident
I think about how the administra- ROBERT C. DURLI NG, Managing.Editor KR ISTIANNE SUDOL, Managing Editor
any objective person would. agree
tion deals with the students, or
PAMELA DEKONING , News .Editor
.
SUSAN FLYNN, News Editor
that the improvements we ha_ye
Sincerely . rather FAILS to deal with us, the
MI CHAEL C. STINSON, Sports -Ed itor
RICHARD D'AVOLIO, Sports Editor
_m ade are significant. We have, in
Wesley Millett students.
ERIC STITES, Photo Editor
SH ARON DONOVAN, Photo Editor
fact, invested over $600,000 to make
I am curious about a few things.
ELIZABETH J. MORAHAN, Arts~Editor GAIL ROBERTSON, Forum Editor
the -' living accomodations, more
How is it that the administration
pl¢asant and-attractive. We have
SCOTT MILLER, Business Manager
can create, change, or pass any
a.lso addressed such concerns as
policy changes, which directly affect
DEB MACNEILL, Advertising Manager
security and noisrlevels b_y replac- To the Editor:
and concern students, WITHOUT
Ashley Logan
Jen Purdy
ing the .old wooden -doors with
Advertising Associates
This year THE NEW HAMP- student input? And input from ·
Alyson Sanborn
Bryan Lyons
Debbie Donohoe
insulated metal doors. We have SHIRE has given extensive front merely \a handf~l of students does ·
Dan MacDonald
Erika Schwai:jb
Parke Madden
Ti m Thornt0n ·
Suzy McDermott
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Die New .Hampshire

.Insert

I

I

-Answers

that with a condominium association in place and the units indi~
vidually owned, housing in STRAFFORD PLACE will remain
competitive. There is no reason,
in fact, to think otherwise. A unit
owner is certain to want his or her
unit rented in order to help offset
the mortgage payment. U nrented
(presumably because the rent being
asked is too high), the investment
·
would notbe very appe~ling.

want to hear from you, _ljordon concerns. Then I want to know why
Haaland, and members of the these q~estions are not answered
administration, that you do read directly, for all students to hear or
"The New Hampshire"; that you . read?
. Sincerely, .
hear the student's questions and ·
Melissa Richardson
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By John Staiti
The Student Senate is no_t·a Club.

'\

• Get to knqw your Senator (attend hall council

l' d Jike to address those students out there who, meetings).

.

~

for some reason, believe that the UNH Student
Senate is ·nothing but a dub. So often I hear
• Attend weekly Senate meetings, Sunda'y
comments like "what do you do as a senate?" and nights at 6p.m. in McConnell(WSBE) room 212. ·
I
"you're nothing but a waste of our student activity
· fee" and the most popular, "Student Senate is
• Coinmunicate concerns arid issues to a
nothing but a resume filler." Well, not so!
Senator.
I want ea,.ch and every student who atteflds UNH
to be fully aware of .what the Student Senate offers
• Ask a Senator to explain where your $58.00
_you, the students, and my constituents in Stoke Student Activity Fee is going.
Hall. Here is a list of what ~the Student Senate can
do for you:
• Share concerns, comments or questions on
the Student Senate by caUing the Student SENATE
• Provide free legal service to all foll time GRIPELINE at 862-2163.
undergraduate stuoents:
To ease ' your fears about the Senate being a club, ·
• Control the student activity fee fonding for let me inform you of a typical Senator's responthe .f9llow.ing organizations: Student Senate, Debate sibilities:
·
_Soci€ty, MUSO, The Granite, WUNH, Safe Rides,
CooLA.id, SCOPE, The.New Hampshire, and the _ LA Senator must attend weekly Senate ~eetings.
·.
Student Press.
_·
.
2. A Senator is required to spend four hours every
• Monitor U:niversity Department B~dgets.
week fo the Senate office .to do research, answer
questions and do other work.
· • • :i>rovide a link between students, student
organizations, and the administration.
3. A Sep.ator is requfred to join a council and attend
the weekly ceuncil meeting.
·
• Take academic concerns to the Academic ·
. Se!}ate (e.g..:Extension of library hours).
4. Whether a residential or a Greek Senator, each
Senator must attend hall/house meetings to talk
• Provide a liason between UNH students with constituents: and the NH legislature to try to keep education
costs down.
Each Senator has individual responsibilities but
as you can see, the Senator·s do not sit around and
• Express concerns for the rights of students; drink trnpical drinks in-· the se·nate office.I .hope
I have put aside all fears that the Senate does nothing.
,:-_If you'-re interested in the Sen_a te, here'is how . I challenge you. Come to a. meeting or stop by the .
, you can use the Student Senate:
.Senate office and check us out!

,

.

i: Proud of
i the pledge. i
'

.

'

fsy Donna Wil~ori ··

.

* what our country's. flag stands for AMERICA!

..
*
I have heard people say things like, "I am •
. Jt embarra-ssed to say I am an .Amedcari." I say go •
: live in the USSR, who the hell needs you. This is !
** who
also what I have to say
the obndxious people •
stuck thumbtacks into Peter's flag, "Who the • needs you:;
. •
**it- hell
What you people who are constaq.dy bad- •
mouthing the US fail to re·a lize is, "that in other !
!* countries,
you do not have the liberties to insult •
your country whene~er you feel li~e it. Enjoy your •
right to hangc:yquf aQ,~i-~~me:* '9~. c9mi,n,u1i(~,t flagJ/ •
*!Jt damn
and .I'l~ eve~, 9-efrnd ypui .r_igh.~ 1~~
po.\ ~, bdt, ;
It, have t-he common decency,ro let Peter and
.** .or~.ersI ple-dge
enjoy their ~iews. .
.
. .
.
•
allegiance to tne flag of the U ntted it
to

J>O~

tp

~

of America and to the republic for which •
!*Jt States
it stands, one nation under God~ indiv~sible, ·with :
Liberty and Justice for aH!"
·
! "iric'..*******~************* ****:

i(

_ 130 .M UrB•·-~---------......~-~--------------------;.._,__...;.__._.;........;._____

/

•"f

)

£

.Well, I think Betsy Ross turned over irt her grave t .
!*Jt Flag,"
when the article by Peter Dupis, "Defending '.the •
was pu,b li~hed in the September 16 _issue •
*Jt ofbuyTNH.
The art.Ide made me want to go out and •
a flag for ~y o~fice. One of _the things I ai:n !
: most proud of Is bemg an Amencart, and that IS •

• Visit sen~tors during office hours,. room JohrJ Staiti is a Student Senator for Stoke Hall.
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Extend the Weekend (

*

!*
;

'*:

.

t*

-~

*
**
; ·
!

*'
**
*

* Thursday and Friday Afternoons
*;*
in our Lounge for
!,

Introducing our own Mexican Foods

*

*·

fajitas~burritos-chimichangas-tacos _tostida-enchiladas

*

/

*

~
.-

**
*
!*
*

Come watch our

**
*
!*
*

·

LARGE SCREEN T.V. in the Lounge-

I -

Out

i

r

·***

Us

;
.*
;
·Restaurant&Tavern

Must be 21

~
\~~✓

Check

**: '

Savoz Truffle in the lounge Morzday-Sept._26t:h 8:30 p.m.

.

.

-

**
;
**
***
*
J* :

TIN PALACE

,

:>

*

**

y

~-~'~

Free Hors d'oeuvres -

Ii~ , ,. ;, .-~

3' - 5 pm --

'

1
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TH·E.TIME HAS -COME
'

• • • •

DELI SANDWICHES
small

large

195
1.95
2.25
2.25 .

2.45
2.45
Z:75
2.75

Italian
Roast Beef
Hot Meatball

small

large .

2.25,
2.50

2.75
2.95 .

2.25

2.75

'

''''

YOUR ON-CAMPUS DELI • BAKERY • STORE

White Tuna
Genoa Salami
.Ham & Cheesf:'
Turkey

.

Sub· Roll. Pitl Pocket. Bulkie Roll. White, Rye, Health Bread
·
Extra Cheese .40
·

.-CALZONES
Ham
Meatball

3.00
· 3.25

Mushroom
Veggie

3.00
3.25

PIZZA
Cheese
Pepperoni

small

large

2.95
3.95

4.95
5.95

Sausage
. Mushroom

small

large

. 3.95
3.95

5.'95
5.95

Apply by October l 5th
!O spend spri~~ sesmester in the

Toppings: Extra Cheese, Onion. Black.Olive. Green Pepper
_ .75 one
1.40 any two
1.75 any three

MORE
Veggie Pocket
Garden Salad
Chef's Salad

· Homemade Soup
with Garlic Bread
Bagel with Cream Cheese
· with Peanut Butter
Nachos with Salsa

1.75
1.25
2.75

' 1.00
1.50
.75
. .95

~

UNH London Program,

2.95

I

Good Food • Great ,Variety.
Fresh Baked Breads • Cookies

For details, come to a
"Question and Answer Session,,

Brewed Coffee -• Our Own Dark, Rich Blend
. Premium Ice Creams
Eat In Or 'Dike Out

Tim:e: Thursday, Septdmber 29, 7:00pm
Place: 1925 Room, Elliot Alumni Center -Refreshments Served-Everybody Welcom-ed

Located in Stillings Hall - Next.. to Stoke Hall
· Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-2:00 p.m./6:00•'p.m.-midnight
·
/
Sunday 6:00 ..p.m.-midnight
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Arts .& Entertainment
Much Ado a treat

But one of the striking exhibits of Japanese sculpture
Galleries loc,ted in Paul.Creative Arts . .
-

Much Ado About Nothing
Actors From the London Stage
Johnson Thea~
Tuesday, September 22, 8 p.m.
By Tim Thorn~on
Homer Swander brought his
Alliance for Creative Theatre,
Education and Research (ACTER) crew from across the
Atlantic for a show here in
Durham Tuesday night. Taking
a daring approach to production,
. the cast worked without any
elaborate set, costumes, or or. chestration and put the empha-

out with more than enough
depth, but the limitations of the
five were strained at some
points in the play as acto~s
switched characters in mid~
scene or mid-sentence. · The ·
masked ball scene in Act II is
one example of such confusion,
but the complexity also made .
-for some pleasant surprises, as
when Hero/Beatrice exits at the
end of the last act hand in hand
·w ith each of her lovers.
Paul Moriarty's Benedick was
clearly the star of this show. His
•
·
•
extremely human rendition of
this proud and boyishly cocky
young lord was well received·
by the audience. Moriarty's style
play their cards right from the and sureness were evident in
an; it joi~s the two in the bond
start--and this group held ~ore his gait and gestures, and his
. that Adam and Eve broke so
than a couple of aces.
long ago: the bond of sameness,
love-scorning -soliloquy in the
The five actors played out a orchard with precedes ·Benedof non-superiority, of nonrelaxed and confident version ick's set-up made it seem· as if
worship. These· sculptures,
of this Shakespeare's comecfy- he were achieving eye contact
among other thin~s, m~ke us
Much Ado About Nothing that with everyone in Johnson Theataware of our own ttes with the
was dominated by wit from er all at once.
wise, :silent, and often strange
begining to end. As the play was
beats of the earth, t~ey allow
Richard Cordery's unconsus, they urge us, to smk down .. originally written for at least ciously bumbling Dogberry was
20 major and minor characters, priceless in his insistence to be
into a baser, more peaceful,
this quintet did an admirable "writ down an ass," but Corderstate.
job portraying, as the program y' s lovingly protective Le<?nato
The strongest advocate of
notes suggest,. "a play about five doesn't quite make the turn after
these ancient bonds is Mineko
Grimmer's "Four Verses Set to . actors doing Much Ado About the scornful dad learns· of his
Music: wood, bamboo, stone, . Nothing.
daughter's supposed disloyalty.
The lighthearted atomsphere Hero, played by Domini Blythe
ice, metal". One can find it
was conveyed to the audi ence is also lacking somewhat at that
sitting among its peers on the
even before the first lines of the turn of the story, but she more
basement floor of the galleries,
in the level bdow the Piranesi · play were spoken, as the crnw than makes up for it with her
filtered onto the stage one by vehemently cutting "were I a ·
Etchings (which will -be reone in street clothes- to "build" man" delivery which was
viewed in an uprnming issue). .
. their set, which consisted of five enough to make the first ten
chairs and a chalk-drawn circle. rows cower and flinch back in
Harme>nica riffs thrown in here their seats out of fear.
and- there by the amicable Dud- .
Like this guy Shakespeare one
i ley Sutton provided a homey . said, "all's well that ends well,"
i touch and the music for the
and that was certainly the case
·
performance~
here, as th~se five made much
The characters were fleshed - ado about Much Ado.

i
i'

N ew Wark: streng th zn nature:e;i~.~'.:t~:n~fi~~:'~fim
.
. ·
By Patr1k Jonsson

.

The sculptures that are part
of the New Work Japan show
currently exhibiting in the Paul
Creative Atts Center Galleries
embrace nature in a way Western ar·t has difficulty doing. In
the West, nature (when it is
considered at all) is considered
with a sort of awe: like someone
you admi~e, but can't quite get
up enough courage to say hello
to. We watch and interject about
the leaves turning color, the deer
we unexpectedly see in a clearing, but even when we walk
through woods, we tend to feel
separated from it. Nature is
something we study and try to
control; we observe its birds,
its flowers wh_ik constantly

trying to control its_ power. B~t
that is all, and this shows rn
much of Western art: even the
impressionists and the Huds~m
River School view nature with
reverence.
lt's n~t often we get a sense
of one-ness with nature. from
Western art, a sense of together.,
ness with the forces that silently
tumult around us.
From these Japanese sculptors we do. These sculptures
vibrate with the tonalities of
nature, in the same rhythms of
the blood that courses through
our bodies. They exude a peace.:.
fulriess whose origins, lie in
Eastern religion and upbringing: the sense pf one-ness taught
in Zen philosophy, for instance.
Nature, here, in this exhibit,
becomes a rr:ietapho_r fC?r worn-

1

Huma n Rights Now!:
•

music

for

Human Rights Now! with Bruce Springsteen, Pet.er GaBruce Springsteen, Peter Ga- _ briel, Sting, Tracy Chapman,
briel, Sting, Tracy Chapman, Youssou N'Dour, and Joan Baez
Youssou N'Dour, and Joan hit the stage ten minutes early
with a spirited rendition of Bob
.
Baez
Marley and The Wailers' an- .
].F.K.. Stadittm, Philadelphia
themic "Get Up, Stand Up (For
M~onday, Sept. 19
Your Rights)." This rune set
By ArthurLizie
Celebratirig the fortieth an- the pace for the seven and one
niversary- of the Declaration of half hour show, as the song's
Human Rights, Amnesty Inter- themes of freedom, hope, and
national's Hurpan Rights Now! indivuality were echoed by each ·
Wo'rld Tour swept into the . performer throughout the evUnited .States Monday with all ening.
As most of the crowd either
the dynamic energy one would
expect from a collection of the shuffled for their seats or, in
world's top recording artists. the case of most females, waited
Unlike Live Aid and its wake, in the interminable bathroom
this concert was not used as a lines, Joan Baez, added to the
soapbox to raise money for the tour for the American dates,
Amnesty organization, but only beg~ the show with a timely
as a platform to inspire consci- "Oh,'Ffeedo-m." From there,
usness for an organization <led- armed only with guitar, she
icated to the preservation hu- proceeded pointlessly to dish
up John Le,nnon's "Imagine,"
man dignity the world over.
Before the show, two activ- and The Beatles' "Let It Be."
ities, both in keeping with the Thankfully, Baez was not half
show's· charitable atmosphere, as lamentable as she was at Live
held the crowd's attention: · Aid, the fateful day she barked,
Outside, with the stadium still "Children of the eighties, this
selling tickets, scalpers gene.r- is Your Woodstock." Those who .
ously lowered their tickets prices showed up a little late didn't
as low as $15.00, a considerable miss much if they missed Joan.
Senegalese artist Y 0ussou
· drop from the $35.00 face value.
· Inside, audience members were N'Dour next hit the stage with
asked to sign a pledge support- a six song set of entrar;i.cing
ing the Declaration of Human African melodies and increasRigh ts and send telegrams ingly W~stern rhythms. Singing
asking for the release of political in his native tongue and dollops
prisoners. 60,000 of the $ 1.00 of English, ' N !Dour and his
.
ire ave J_ust wt . e per or~1
,
appeals were sent to the heads multi-membered band reinat 9 p.m. In the
mght
Saturday
~nd
tontght
reggae at the Sto_µe Church 10 ~ewmarket
AMNESTY, page l6
o-f-various governments.
"albums. ('
three
released
have
and
Tosh,
Peter
ast the have o
The show proper began as

;~;'f~~.. :~~~~~7iTitS~~11i~~~,; ~~ t~~~\:·~~'°~'~:,:,~~~-,:i:~:1r.:~: tr,f~: \~;~f\. ~ ~ ~ :.:.~:~:~~:1~~:-~: \{'~~:~:-~:~:1:-~:~;t_,;. ,::. ~r_..:. ~:.'r;;.~i<!~}1:&c~.(~.J~]d-~.,~
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AMNESTY
(continued fro~ page 15)
✓ forced the concerfs themes with ing ·dictatorships in "Games ,,
such songs as "Nels,o n Mandela'.' With<;>ut_ Fr_ont~er~/'_questioning
and "Running Over The self-d1soplme m_ No Self ConWorld." The high point of his trol," or mereiy celebrating life
set was a scorching jazzy instru- iri "I~ Your Eyes," Gabriel ~sed
mental featuring Branford Mar- the v~~eo screens an_d t?e Juxsalis on saxaphone. Ultimately, tapo~mon between his s1_ze and
although N'Dour was always t~e size of the crowd to remtorce
interesting, his highly visual h1s message~.
.
act was not fully realized in a
The turrnng pomt of the set
stadium of some 75,000 people, occured halfway through wheh
in spite of two giaht video Gabriel was joined by Tracy
screens.
Chapman for a spine-tinglihg
Tracy Chapman, entering to "Don't Give Up." In this setting,
warm, deafening applause, per- the personal inspiration of the
formed next. Accompanied only ' song too~ on a broader, more
by her guitar, Chapman served socially significant connotation.
up a heartfelt eight song set Just as death, taxes, and U2
featuring material from her playing "40" are sure things in
debut record and Gne new, life, the set ended with "Biko,"
UB40: from left, Mickey Virtue, Brian Travers, Earl Falconer, Norman Hassan~ Ali
rather · unremarkable song Gabriel's elegy for Stephen Biko,
Campbell, Asrto, Jimmy Brown and Robin Campbell~
("Freedom Now"). Determined a black South African who was
.
.
in her ,silence, seemingly not slaughtered while in police
the shy young woman she is custody. If the power of 75,000
often protrayed to be, Chapman· people singing as one could be
reached her peak with a dark, transfered into a physical force,
mesmerizing version of her hit at least a few- dictators would
one Elvis sighting was reported. filmtlrfs year,-make~t'EWUd
"Fast Car." -Tracy_has capably be out of power by now.
By Arthur Lizie
Cooler heads claim that the Strawberries, easily one of the
handled the extraordinary jump
~ruce Springsteen, the man
Well, after weeks, perhaps disturbance was caused by a best films eve-r. Woody Allen
from· the coffeehouses of Har- that the most of the crowd,
everi a whole summer, make, drunken altercation between fans should have a fun _times
vard Square to the world Sta- including an enormous New
that a whole lifetime of feverish two obese men with enormous looking for influences from ol'
dium ·stages. . ·
Jersey contingent, had been
activity, the music world finally sideburns i~ another part of the Ingy. The film show_s at 7 and
Although he gets high marks waiting for, was the last perseems to be running out of ,stadium; the faithfurtamw -that 9:30, $1 for students, $2 for the
for theme, the H.M.E. (His former to hit the stage. I will- interesting anecdotes, but here it was The King, if only by the general public. . :;UB40's self
Majesty's Ego) Stihg was the admit right off that I am not
goes ... The Miller Genuine tell tale bell bottoms. Graceland titled disc, released in the late
only artist to run aground -enamored of Springsteen's mus- . Draft Band Network is search- -would neither confirm nor deny summer, is a ·bit of a
. musically. For all his talk about it, but I still found The Boss to
ing •f or new artists to expand the report ... It may take a while disappointment :as the band
ri'msical growth and experimen- be en1oyable and charismatic,
their roster. If you're a band wh_? to make the trip, but it will be drifts closer to _pop and further
tat ion: Stjng's set w_as alarm- easily one of the best performers
regularly performs live and you worth it. The Hopkins Center from reggae. Sme, the record
ingly shallow similar to his I have ever seen. He mixes a
feel ready to sell out,· then this at Dartmouth is honoring Swed- is gentle, lppping, and pleasant,
Boston Garden date last Feb- believable· sincerity with a 'is the perfect opportunity. Past ish director Ingmar Bergman but what happened to the edge
ruary. He included the same . charming cocksure attit_ude, _ Miller bands include The Fab- with the "Ingmar Bergman's . the band used to have? The only
calculated solos and even the transforming a cold, mammoth
ulous Thundetbirds, the Del Magic Lantern" film s·eries slightly .~dventurol:ls track is the
skme between song chatter, a stadium into an intimate club
Fuegos, and The Rainmakers. - _weekly on Saturdays th~oug~out !e~doff. J?an~e With The Dev_developing case of Phil Collins setting. Bono is the only other
Send biographies, photographs, · the semester. T_he ser_1es ktc~s 11, a dnvmg mstrumental. ~ee,
disease. Also, he still insists on performer I have seen who has
itineraries, dem0. tapes, and off tomorrow .with a b1_ograph1- they ~eally went; Q~~ t on a }!~b
trying to be so innovative with posessed this remarkable-power.
press t material to the Miller .c al d~cumen,tary, entitled ap- - covermg .~-song with Chns~.1e
his arrangements that many of
Bruce and the E Street Band,
Genuine Draft Band Network propnatelyenoughlngmarBerg- Hynde ( Breakfast In Bed ).
the songs lose their bite. Case a tight if predictable outfit,
c/o Gary M. Reynolds & Asso~ man, and the enigmatic The H_opefully the_band will take _a
in point is his first hit single, op~J?-ed with a'h ear cr~°;~hing
ciates 165 35 W. Bluemound Dove. The rest of the schedule: slightly more nsky path on their
"If You Love Somebody, Set version of the anthemtc Born
Rd. Brookfield WI 5 3005. I 'October 1 -After The Rehearsal next record.
_
Them Free " which was· ren- .· In The U.S.A." and thundered
bet' you already ha~e $$$$$ an<J Karin's Face; 8 - Torment;
Oh,_ I've gotten so. many
dered ttinel;ss and toothless by throug? a ?it-fill~d twelve song
instead of pupils ... Prince tour 15 - Port of Call; 22 - Three quest1qns about the B~_ston
a dull, minimalist arrangement. s~t. _H1&~ltg~ts mclude~.a rulupdate: The Worcester Centrum Strange Loves; 29 - Summer show nex_t Mon1ay, heres t~e
'fhe ex-Policeman's set was ltckmg Cadillac Ranch, even
date originally scheduled for Interlude; November 5 .- Secrets scoop agam a~d m more d_eta1l.
brought to life by two guest if it _was ou! of place i~. an . October 21, rescheduled and of Women; 1~ - Momka; 19 - Boston, the tt_ta?s of ted1:uosI
appearances. Pet~r Gabriel , eve_nrng de_d1cated to ~~t~rng
advertised in The Boston Pho- The Naked Night (Sawdust and ness, are performmg at an AIDS
joined the band for a gentle social consc10usness, a m1lttant
enix for October 5 has ultimate- Tinsel). All of the films begin benefit this Monday, Sept. 26
emotional reading of "They "War," a heart wrenching "Born
ly been divided a~d replicated . at 9 p._m. and a1mision is $4. for w~th special' guests Tr~at Her .
Dance Alone." The song _tells To Run," and a dynamic, set
as October 21 and October 22 more mformauon, call the Hop- Right and Farr~11he1t. The
the tale of the "Gueca Solo," a closing "Raise Your Hand." The
dates. I'm holding out for an kins Center Box Office at 646- show ~tarts· at 7:30 and_tickets
dance performed by the relatives only gli_tches_in the set were a
October 15 date . but Prince 2442.
.
are pnced ·at $22.50. Bi;-mg out
of those who have disappeared pandermg tr10 of songs from
.won't return my c~lls. .
Close~to home, at the MUB the pillows ... I don't .,.h ave to
' undet Chile's· d,ictatorial rule. Born In The U.S.A., the sappy
If you get 75,000· people to be more precise, Ingmar pract_ice r~ligion, I_got it '. right
Bruce Springsteen traded lines ''My Hom~towri," t_he &?od ol'
together in one place, th~ i~- Bergman trav_els th~ough the the first ume ... Rod Stew-art
in an overly long but thankfully boys sentimentality Glory
evitable will happen, wont 1t. past_ darkly with Wild Str~w- plays t_he Boston Garden tomo~different version of "Every Days," and the pointless "Cover
Yes, Monday at the Human berries, part of the M~SO film r~lw rnght at 7:30. :expect a ~tt
. ,
Breath You Take.'' Funny., but Me."
1
Rights Now! concert at J.F.~ ~~nes._It may seem trtte to Sa}T.---ft!led set.; .· In the fmal analysis,
Bruce didn't take the "Every vow . Instead of an encore, Bruce
Stadium in Philadelphia, at leas_t 1t2 but 1_f y~~-QJ\ly~e.l:f'QSO I JUSt don t know.
you break" line.
came bac~ with. the othe~ per- The acme, if you will zenith, formers ~n tow t~ perform a ·
of evening occured with I;>eter mean?~~rn& vers10n of Bo?,
Gabriel's forceful~rformance. Dylan s ~h1mes -of Freed<;>m, _
'"' Opening with a ·new song, "Of T~e evenrn~ came full c!!'cle
· These, Hope" from the sound- with the dost~~ repnse of ~et
track of The Last Temptation Up, Stand Up, aptly rem~ndmg
of Christ (which wiH never see the crowd that, although tt may
the light of day), Gabriel and have been a lot of fun, they were
his top notch, band weaved a here for a wo~thy cause, Amtight, theatrical net of physical nesty lnternat~onal. Overa~l, a
and emotional interaction fabulous evenmg, both enJoythrnu h an eight so,ng set. _ abl~ and enlightening.

UB40's·latest venture

•••

1

Root by Masafumi Maita, is currently on display as part of the New Work Japan exhibit ih
the University Art Galleries.

______..,,_________..,..

_ ......._,..
.,,..,,,.,.,_,_
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tran~late technohahhk i1]1(1
English. During mir
upening ~ale. WL' i1l\ite yl>U
tu Ulllle in anJ kaYe
your money at home. lust
listen Ill the 111usic .
watch the pictures. and ask

The Maine Mall
South PortlanJ . MEO-llOh
207- 77 5-2899

The Mall of New Hampshire
Manch~ster.. NH 03103
603,627--l6{.)(< ,: ,, '

520 Amherst Sireet
Nashu;_i . NH 03063
(J()-1,.880-"'I .~0{)

-

The Fox Ruri Mull
Newington . NH 03XOI
6()3--lJ l-9700

The Ph,:asant Lane Mall ·
Sorilh Nashua. NH ()30n0
lllU-XXX- 790( !"

Opl'ni ng iri (ktohl'r

_,m S11i1th Hn1ad,,ay StrL'L'l
S:1! ~· 111. ;-..: 111·1,117lJ

Clli' " " ' (1 ~tlt l

/

/

Congratulations Zetas!

...

.\

Ellen 'Botchon
Laura Brown
Jennifer Cromie
Laurie Cults
Shannon Flaherty
Wendy.Flynn
Amy Furst ·
Gretchen Grannell
Gina Grassi
Courtney Guay
PamJabler
GretchenJenks ,
.Alidia Kelly
- Erin Kelly
· Thea Koontz
. Suzanne Kuhl ·
Kathy Lynch
·Mary Kate Maltzan
' Paris Marko\lich
Susan Morrison
Alison Murphy
Kelly Osgood
Anjali Datel .

Caryn Gren_ier .
Kathy Pierce
·EllenRobichard
Kelly Russell
·Carrie Sefton
Erin Sharkey
Beth SierodziQski ·
Claudine Simard
Paige Thomas
Amy Wilkins ,
Heidi Wutzel

YOUR ON-CAMPUS DELI • BAKERY • STORE

-- ••····· ······· ······· ·
'

'·

ARTING LINEUP ,'
OUR STC

(7:30 am)
l. Best Coffee on Campus
2. Hand Dipped Doughnuts ·
3. Fresh Baked Croissants
·,4. Plain, Cinnamon, Qnion Bagels( with cream cheese
of course)
5. Giant Cookies
6. Assorted Fresh Muffins
7. Mint and Fudge Brownies ·'
R·Magic Cookie Bars .
9. Jumbo Croissant Cinnamon Rolls
If you appreciate a good starting lineup like we do, visit the Wildcatessen
·
each morning to start your day like a WUQ1er.

GO REDOSOXI 11
Love,
The .Sisters of

alpha ·phT.·
'-iiiiiiiiiiiii. Alpha· Phi AJphaPhi Alpha .Phr· Alpha Phi Alpha .: Phi

':, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.l
iii

Located in Stillings Hall- N ext to Stoke Hall. Open Monday
thru Friday 7:30am-2:00pm/ 6:00pm-midnight
'
Sunday 6:00pm-midnight
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Universi ·comics
I

by Michael Dowe
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-COMICS
MOTHER GOOSE &-GRIMM
by Mike Peters

ITS ADIRT'il JOB,

-=~~~t~~-~ -

BUT SOMeeo·p~
HAD To PO IT,

~-~--_

h\'S GoN~

\

j
I

\

·~.'
, \ t:
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\
\. 'l
\,I'-\ L
I \,\l\.

I

\· t1. v

'
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.-lti~5" '~~is;~ ',
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'· __ -::--:;;;;/;.>--~:__ -: : ,~__,-,__: .•-•.;;;·

AFTER

(\ \

A LONG RUN, A~\t)RcW
\)~ A \..vN~•
COO<:> \\ft)

.

IBM .PS/2 Model 30/286 with 20 mB Hard Drive
I_BM PS/2 Monochrome Monitor
IBM PS/2 .5 ,m B Memory u ·p grade Kit
.

/

$$1995.00

IBM
Macintosh SE Dual Drive or
Macintosh SE ·w/ 20mB Hard Disk_
Bu}7 a

GETSUPERPAINTFREE

University Technol9gy Center
· Systems, Printer$, Acc_esso.ries, and Supplies Available
' Come and ch:eck:,_out our in-store specials I!!! _,
NEW STORE. HOURS 9:00 • 3:00
. U~iversity Computing _• Th9mpson Hall • 1328 ,

.Apple

Y)

.
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CLASSIFIED
1983 RENAULT ALLIANCE GARNET. Four
door five speed manual, good condition.
$1500.00 Call Chris, James Hall, 862-3957.

4 Bedroom house in Somersworth bn bus
ro.ute. Must be seen. Spotjess, newly
remodelled, fully applianced, washer &
dryer, carpeting. · Partially furnished.
$950.00 lease & security. No pets. 692 ~
3031.

Full-size brass bed w/box spring M0/B.O.
(M-F 4:30-8:30 pm) 742.-1-937.
For Sale: A good time at /'Dance to the Beat
of the Beach". Pro.ceeds go to the library.
Just $1.
1980 VOLKSWAGEN DIESEL RABBIT .
Silver, two door, five speed manual in good
condition. $900.00 Call Chris, James Hall,
862-3957.
For Sale 1 1,984 Olds Cutlass Ciera LS, 4door sedan, 46,000 miles, V6, A/C, power
steering/brakes, AM/FM stereo radio, 6593578.
1980 Subaru- New clutch, Good condition .
$600.00 or best offer. Call Scott 868-6204
after 5 pm.
For Sale: Colonial Style . Love-seat and
matching swival rocker, Good condition.
$150,00 or best offer. Call 742-0661.
'82 Chevette, 4-cylinder, 61,000 miles. New
exhaust system and ~rakes. AM/FM radio
cas.s ette . Asking $1200 .00. Call Denise
at 749-8128 (days).
1982 Chevy Celebrity. Four cylinder, A/C,
AM/ FM cassette, new exhaust. Good
condition. $1250.00 (negotiable). Call 8622529, ask for Judy.
1982 DATSUN TRUCK, HEAVY DUTY
LONG BED, WITH GAP, AM/FM STEREO
CASSETTE , LOW Ml LAGE, $1600 . 6592596 after 5 PM.
Motorcycle- 1986 Honda 450 Rebel. Black.
1,600 miles. Like new. Two helmets. $1,599.
~all Keith at 433-3286.
MO.UNTAIN BIKE: CYCLEPRO CARLS- ·
BAD, ALMOST NEW- PERFECT CONDITION, 19" FRAME (FITS RIDERS 5'55'11) $200, 431-8577 eves.
Montgomery Wa rd refrigerator /freezer
combination 18.6 ci. ft., automatic, frostless.
White. Excellent condition. $100 868-6307.

( "H,E,Lp W~,~JE:~ ,
1

Wanted: looking· for a good time? Beach
Dance at Catho lic Center, Saturday tr-om
8pm to 12 midnight. Sponsored by Hud-

, ,continued f_rom page 1)

guarantee a definite answer.
Some student ideas for space
use include an e nter ta inment
fa cility, such as a pub, study
space, or office space for sudent
organizations.
R an9y Spartichino, ~f th e
P tpg t essive Student N e twork
said, "Students only want fai r
consideration, we' re not asking
for the entire space."
· Students are in competition
fo r the space with Barnes and
Nobles Book Store. Presently,
the administration is con sider.ing both options.
Greg Becker , pres ide nt of
MUSO, co-wrote.a petition with
Mike Eliasberg, which they plan
to send to Barnes and Nobles
headquarters in New York.
"T his petition ·is going to
have an incredible impact,"
Becker said. T he .,pet it io n is
being circulated around,-cani'pus
by Becker and Eliasberg.

Office Workers Needed-. Four Col leg€
Study positions available,, at the Social
Security Office in Portsmouth , NH. Pays
$6.00 . per hour. Call 433-0716 and ask for
Mr. White.
WANTED- Helper for disabled person.
$6.00/hL No experiehc·e rieeded . Easy
work. Great Boss. Call Dan at 692-4764.

dlest0n Hall.
' · Workstudy students needed .at Portsmouth
Mature Disable · Male lrJ Search of a
Recreation Department. Call 431-2000
Personal Care Attendant- Qualiticatiops:
ext. 265, ask tor Barry Foley.
Help with personal grooming, housecleaning, fooek shopping, and person appl } ing
tor the job, must be on time after being hired!
Salary is $6.00 an hour/ 28 hours a week.
For more info.,please call Greg at 868-1968
in the evenings.
WANTED-TOUR REPRESENTATIVE·Established Tour Operator seeks local Rep
fo h!;llp promote and sell Spring Break Trips
to Cancun, Acapulco and Bahamas. Must
be aggressive, personable and work 710 hours a week. Earn $3000 plus on the
average and Free Trip! Call (800) 225-3058.
Workstudy people needed for Portsmouth
Indoor Pool- Lifeguard : Attending
swimmers and watching front desk . Advanced Lifesaving required, WSI preferred.
$5 .00 per hour- contact Lorelei Gilman
at 431-2000 ext. 278.
. Workstudy people needed for Portsmouth
Recreation Department- Recreation Aide:
working with teens and watching front desk.
$5.00 per hour- contact Aus Wilson 4312000 ext 264.
HOUSEMATE WANTED- Lee, NH. Mature,
reasonably quiet person to share space
with three other adults . ( one graduate
student and a working couple) in our 1790
colon fa I home. Private 12x14 bedroom.
Full kitchen priviledges. Country setting
on 17 acres. 9' miles to campus . NO
SMOKERS. $250/month. Call Bonnie at
659-5595(days) 659-8028( evenings).
HELP WANTED- Part time tilers, f lexible
hours. Contact Pawline at Cra ig Supply
Co. Inc. 99 Madbury Rd. Durham 868-5558.
WANTED- Students and Clubs to join the
'88- '89 Student Travel Servic.es' Sales
Team. Earn CASf--1 n_nd/ or FREE Winter
and Spring Break vacations. Travel wi th
the best to our exciting ski and sun
destinations. For more info. call 1-800648-4849.
•

Educational Talent Search- An on-campus
program helping disadvantaged students
- with co.llege plans, has an academic
1984 Ford Bronco II 4x4. Good condition,
WORK-STUDY position open . ResponBest Offer. Call 659-7 135.
sibilities -include: telephoning, letter writing
Two long wooden rollup shades tor porch. . and general office help . Flexible hours.
Keep out hot afternoon su·n. Seven and
$4.50/hour. Contact Carolyn Julian at 862nine feet wide. $25 each. 868-2296.
1562.

MUB ...._

WANTED- used ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY book- Call Brenda 862-2145,
or 7 43-31 03.

Happy 19th Mel. May you, never forget what
is worth remembering (bur friendship) and
remember what is best forgotten (Hubbard
309) Love always, J,D,J,D,
Blue hat from AKAK- we'll try to ease up.
Ycru tooled us about your shyness. By the
· way, who is the little boy from Hartford,
Connecticut? McLaughlin 133 (not 134).
HEY LAMBDA CHI- How did you like the
composite?! We are really looking forward
to homecoming- Get psyched! Love, the
Sisters and Phis of Phi M_u.
' To our awesome new Phi~ ... CONGRATULATIONS!! Get psyched for pledging!
Love the Phi Mu Sisters.
To Snuggly-Bear, Thanx for a great 11
months, only 24 more days til the big one.
Love ya, Porkypenies.
Ellen Botchon- Hang in .there- you're an
awesome pledge. Love Sophie, P.S. Happy
Birthday on Monday!
BEYOND WAR- Check it out, in the MUB,
on Friday 9 a.m.-1 p.m. Into. table on main
'floor.
ATTENTION ALL HELENS: All ·I know is
I love ya all. Love, Helen (Wet).
For a good time Saturday, 8pm to.12pm,
come "Dance to the Beat of the Beach"
at the Catholic Student Center. Admission:
$1. Sponsored by Huddleston Hall. Proceeds go to the library. _T his is your last
chance to wear your beach clothes.
WANTED: Crazed cultists, or anyone else
who wants to teed killer avacado. Ask tor
Alex Blech, Rm . 305 Hacks Hall.
Hacks Hall sucks!
Not only can.you "Dance to the Beat of
the Beach" but you ca·n also do the limbo,
Saturday. Proceeds for the library. Dance
sponsored by Huddleston Hall. ·
BOOP--1 love you! I miss you! I miss outside
rounds, remember the body?? Let's do it
again soon! Love, SIN.

BEYOND WAR- Check it out, in the MUB,
on Friday 9am-1 pm. Info. table on main
floor.
·
"Dance to the Beat of the Beach " Saturday,
Catholic Stude.nt Center frofl), 8pm to 12
midnight. Proceeds tor library. Just $1 .
Not only can you "Dance to the Beat of
the Beach" but you can also do the limbo,
Saturday. Proceeds for the library. Dance ·
sponsored by Huddleston Hall.
Elvis needs boa.ts!
Saps are running loose all over the campus!
Details are forthcoming, but confessions
are not.

Need Cash?- I'll p'ay· yo.u cash tor your
records, tape cassettes and CD's. Lost
Chord Records. 491 Central Ave . Dover
749-3859.
-P-ro-fe_s_s-io_n_a_l_W_;o~r"""d.-P-ro_c_e_s_s_in_g_t_o_r-al-1-yo-u

HEY GREG!! Suck my wind on Sunday. ICE

typing requirements. Experienced, efficient,
reasonable rates, quick return. Janet Boyle"
659-3578.

Happy Birthday Heather Finkle - HH
Greg, Watch out for yellow VW'S - Hall
House
Hey Greg - "Big Shot" - B.J .
Norm, sorry I gagged and coughed. I hope
i didn't hurt your feelings. Andy
Hey Gord, Your whole family came over
last night. Your mom loved my fish tank.
C.H.
To everyone who contributed to my delinquency and subsequent hangover Wednesday night, I thank you from the bottom
of my r;iow-t ~hed stomach--The T.G.
0

Where's the Advil?
Gordo is Elvis! ·
STUDENT COALITION FOR THE HOMELESS- MEETS THURSDAYS AT 7:00-9:00
PM IN HAM. SMITH RM. 126. COME MAKE
A DIFFERENCE.

(w
~c',S,ERY~C~§~:;J
TAE KWON-DO- Korean Art of selfdetense. Clases in Durham at Oyster River
Elem. School. Mon.-Wed., 6-7p.m. Contact
Matt Randall at 743- 3215.
·
Horses Boarded- Bo~ stalls, riding ping,
trails near by.
'~e daily cleaning and
feeding. Turn om
:able upon request.
$160 per month.
.mess and saddle
training also availab13. Sunswept Stables
743-3632 or 742-6533.
Feeling Cram ped-n(:led more room in your
dorm? We have Student Rates tor Storage
of your personal belongings. Call 332-4234
during day or 868-2779 after 6:00 p.m.
NOW OPEN- Lost Chord Records. All your
Rock and Roll needs . 491 Central Ave.
Dover, NH.

Music Lessons- recorder, voice, piano,
violin, lute. Private lessons and ensembles
in Medieval, Bar oque,- Classical and dance
music for all levels and ages . Explore
sounds in Durham with Persis Ensor at 6592721 .

DEERflELD
ffllR

TEACH IN FRANCE- The Dept. ofFrench
and Italian is now accepting applications
tor a position to teach English.conversation
in France ·during academic year 1989-90.
Applicants must b~ competent in French
and have their BA by Jun_
e 1989 . 'F or
details and application forms, go by the
Dept. office, Murkland :102.

Kris Canepa- "Who are you", and "How
did you get here?" Mistakes happen, but
we liye wi th th em. M.P.
GO WILDCATS- Kappa Delta wish the
Football team the best of luck this season~ -

Typing/Word Processing- Term papers,
reports, theses etc. All work guaranteed,
prompt service. 7-49-2968.

The 1:12th

This could be your only opportunity to help
break the Guiness Book or World Records.
Come to Woodman Park School Saturday,
October 1 st and help us form the longest
line of pennies. Proceeds will go towards
the Marilyn McK!:)rnan Weeks Memorial
Playground in Dover. Questions call 7491062. '

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING- Professional quality. Spelling accuracy guaranteed . SAVE yourself time and money by
calling NOW. Dover 742-2037.

Looking tor a way to get involved in the
tall congressional, gubernatorial, and
presidential races? Come by. room 140
of Hamilton Smith Thµrsday nights at 7
for one of the DEMOCRATIC STUDENT
ORGANIZATION'S weekly meetirrgs.
ATTENTION STUDENTS- Need furniture?? Want something that will last longer
than 1 semester?? FEATURING hardwood:
bureaus, desks, beps, tables, upholstered
chairs, accent tables etc. Over 1 ,000 items
in stock. A great place to bring you parents
when they visit. 85 Albany St. Portsmout_h.
Near Durham Bank on Islington St. OPEN
Mon.-Sat. 10-5 or by appt.436-1286.
Using alchol responsibly means not letting
the use of alcohol have a negative impact
on self, others or property. For some people
this may be the decision not to use alcohol
at all. Recogn·ize another's right to decide
tor oneself.
If you have used I.V. drugs and shared
needles since 1978, you might be at risk
tor AIDS. For tree, anonymous and non°
juGlgem'ental AIDS antibody counseling
and/ or testing call the office ot l::l ealth
Education and Promotion, Health Services
Center, UNH. 862~3823.
It you have had a blood transfusion between
1975 and 1_985, you might be at r isk tor
AIDS. For free and anonymous AIDS
antibody counseling and for tes~ing call
the office of Health Education and Promotion, Health Services Center, UNH.8623823.
Drinking and driving is a serious problem.
More than 22,500 traffic deaths each year
involv_
e a drinking driver, or 60 deaths every
day . More people have _been killed hi
alcohol-related accidents in this country
than have died in our foreign wars.
Everybody has a favorite cure for . a
hangover, but they all have one thing in
common- they don't work. What does work'
is preventive medicine. If you control your
consumption, you won't get a hangover.
" Drink provokes tlile desire, but it takes
away the performance" Shakespeare.
Alcohol lowers inhibitions to respond to
sexual stimulation, but reduces physical
abilities and can lead to irresponsibile
decision making. Cali Health Services 8623823 for more info.
Wanted- pair of Proski Poller s~is for cross
country maniac. Bob 692-3612.

·The Family
Fair®
s· tapqJJI(id's, t -shirts,

!r~a::~:t:~:Js~{lows,

SEPTEMBER 29, 30-.OCTOBER 1,2, 1988
GEN ERALADM ISSION: $5.00
Children 12 and Under Free

. .{.: : . : . . -: .,,,.: . , _,, .,. '~.--cash paid fo r records

~"d4:~e~~~~~~1o;~~o

Come Visit Us and Enjoy
a Great Country Fair :
FREE PARKING

\

.

742-3859

A small town country setting

Route 4 West to
R0UTE43, NH
DEERFIELD, NH 03077 ~
(603) 463-7 421 . '"·, -¥,,-,

= .: ~4< •:¥
·t<i, ,,..-»,

2·~· -

•

~

EVERYTHING IN
ROCK&ROLL

·.

,,;o.;.:- " '~,_.,, ..,,, :

,>•:;,,.,---------------------...
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Last day of the Blood Drive is today! ·
Friday
September 23 .
12 to 5
MUB
The Red Cross Needs You!/--.Please Give

I
'

'
j
i
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I
I
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Tough .Contest
ahead for UNH
was cris•p and sharp as he took
By G. H. Elder
· Af~er a very important victory advantage of the short pass
against Yankee Conference rival game . So far both teams UNH
UConn last weekend, the 'Cats have played this season have
face a very' big and strong double coveraged Curtis Olds
University of Maine squad this and Chris Braune. This prevents ¥i< ·
huge gains but allows Jean and
Saturday up in Orono.
Maine (1-1), has averaged company to nickel and -4,:ime
almost 600 yards total offense their oppenents to death.
Coach Bowes feels Frank
in their first two games. Their
offensive line averages 270 Maguire and Jim Prendible are
pounds per man. According to doing exceptionally well in
Coach Bowes UMaine quarter- keeping together a young ofback Mike Buck is one of-the best fensive line. The offensive line
in the Yankee Conference. The has been a very pleasant surprise
Black Bears have scored 81 and has allowed Norm Ford to
points in just two games but average 120 yards rushing per
.
. _
their defense. has not played as game.
According
to
~owes
the
dewell as one would expect for
such an experienced group. fense has been very good against
Despite having seven returning the run so far this year. Bowes
starters on defense the squad feels Sherman Beatty is having
has given up 31 points per game. an exceptional season at nose
Coach Bowes feels Maine's . guard but the real surprise are
defense really isn't as bad as the the sophomore defensive tackstatistics would indicate. He les. Dqug Ruggles 9a11dled a 3.00
pound offensive tackle with
·
notes ·that Massachusetts scored great
skill last week, according · ·New Hampshire looks to storm Orono this weekend to take on the University of Maine Black
on many fluke plays while . a to Bowes and made two big Bears, a Yankee Conference riyal,
i~ an important match up this Saturday. (Ron it Larone
powerful Northeastern team
sacks.
Linebacker
Will
Tychsen
was held to just 20 points. It
appears that the Bears are has been a strong force on
getting their defensive ·act to- defense, and his opponents have
gether and should be sky high been ;ta_~ins_12ot~c:~-- _______
. . U ·n1vers1ty
.
.
.
course
for
· -for th~ h_q!Ile crowd.·
The
o f . N ew
A
.atCColgate
f
· the North
.
tor A n d y Moora d.tan was one
The 'Cats will definitely have Hampshire golf team continued
ht.1antihc. on ekrendce Champmnof three men who received the According to Coach Bowes his · to put more pressure on Buck tts
. string
.
t is wee
.
. h ed Ah"
o f success M on d ay. . s ips
w·Id
f .en
b ff.
. · ECAC' s D"1stmgms
c 1eve~Cats played a great game than they did against UConn's The Wildcats combined for 385
. 1k cat . oot a .. is st arhtrng
ment Award for administrators'
1 against UConn and several · DeGennaro. Buck can scramble,
.
· M .
k to ma e an 1mpress10n on t ose
•b •
for the vICtory over ernmac
.d f N
H
h" Th
contn ut1ons ...
things come to mind about their run and pass, so he must be (417), Bowdorn
. ( 4 17) an d S t. 'A
outs1 eo
ew
amps
tre.
e
F
..· d p
k d UNH
. ormer W"ld
1 cat football staneffort. The offense controlled contained. If not,)tlooks to be Anselm. ( 422) at t h e PortsssoCiate
dout 1·me b•ac ker I 1·ta Jarostchuk •
b
. ress
. hran· e .
.
.
num er six 1n t e nat10n tn
the ball for 38 minutes com·
big offensive battle when the mouth Country CIub . Lea d mg
· ·
·
D"1v1s1on
. . 1-AA tie
. d wit
.h G was cut by t.,h e Ph eonix
Cardi•
.
pared to the Huskies' 22 min- Wildcats make their way into the ,Cats was Art Scott who shot
. S h
.M .
h 'Cor
nals shortly before the star_t of
utes of ball control. B9.bJ e~n __ !_h~J~lackl}e~r,s'A~n. -~-,. __ ,,:-. · 7"4 -"for-· two over' ··p-ar. · New _ .gia out ern._. ~ ,a!n~, t . e. at§
the NFL regular season. Jarost0
Hampshire next takes the n.extb P P on·ent, came rn at
chuk has since signed with the
. num er 19...
San F ranc1sco
· Forty- N mers.
·
. D"
Former UNH. At hiettc tree-

Sports: Inside ,information

a

Women's tennis
triumphs again

The Wildcat women's tennis team s~nt Bowdoin College reeling by downing them 7-2. The
women's team now has a record of three wins against no d~feats. (File photo)
,

Go Wildcats!

Yea team!

By Naomi Elvove
Brent/ Jamie Hyde capturing a
The UNH women's tennis 6-4, 5-7, 6-1 victory.
team continued their winning
Coach McCurdy has bee n
streak with a 7-2 victory this working on, "a more systematic
past Monday over _Bowdoin game,''. of doubles, and this work
College on unfamiliar grounds- , . is apparent. Both of the teams
.They now stand' undefeated were more powerful and aggres;..
after three matches
sive -i,n their doubles matches
The score of this match is than in singles.
deceptive, as the Bowdoin wornThe singles wiris for UNH
en were powerful players. Coach - were: Liz Lerner 7-5, 7-6 (7.:4),
Russ McCurdy had predicted Kara McKenna 6-3, 6-2, Stacey
that it would be one of the Murgo 6-1, 7-6 (7-2), Tori
tougher matches of the season,_ Wincup 6-0, 6-3, and Sara
and he proved to be correct. Tonna 6-3, 6-3.
Sophomore Kara McKehna
The competitive and _positive
said, "The -score is really no spirit of the UNH team helped
indicatiQn of how we played."
them with their victory over
All of the doubles teams went such a tough team. Sophomore
irtto three sets, with UNH'.s first 1'ori Wincup said, "We're aU
doubles Deb Rinaldi and Liz · · wiJling to work together."
Lerner falling 6-2, 2-_6 ; 6-4;
: The 'Cats will _b e_playing
UNH second doubles Sara Ton- · UMass away this afternoon and
na/Kara McKenna winning 2- will be hosting Harvard on
6 , 6 - 2 , 6 - 1 ; a n d M O n i ca Monday at 3:00 pm.

Sports ·-satuiday
Meri' s soccer vs.
Boston _College
-

-- - --

a t h~-m e 2 :00p f!l

..

Women'S_~qccer
vs. ·fR hode·Island
at Oyster River H S 2 :00p m

· Wgmen's vo_lleyball
Ntl lnvitationaL
:TOUrnarnent·
at Field House 10:00am

.,
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Sports
Women's soccer
blanks Harvard.
By Rob Heenan

The UNH women's soccer
team - currently number six in
New England - put together
another strofig defensive effort
Tuesday to upend Harvard 10. This gave UNH its third
shutout of the young season, and
should propel them even higher
in the New England rankings.
After a scoreless first half,
~11 of the offense necessary came
from Diane Mcloughlin. Three
minutes into the second half
Mcloughlin scored her fifth
goal of the year with assists
going to Wendy Young and
Cheryl B~rg~fqn.: _,-:-__> -- -· _____,: __ __

offense lacks. With 97 shots in
four games, they are always a
threat.
·
Coach Marj Anderson said,
"This game was an entire team
effort. You ,can't single out _o ne
player. ~ver~one who; s.t epped
on i'1e field ~id a great Job. She
added, "Everything we've
worked on since preseason
re 4 lly came together in that
game."

The squads record now stands .
at 3-1 and besides their sixth
ranking in-New England they
are currently ranked .20th in the
nation .
. The de'fense and goalie Janene
The women next compete on
1'.ildon made it stand up for the Saturday afternoon at 2:00. The
victory. Tildon has now played 'Cats will take on Rhode Island
335 minutes and given up only at Oyster River High School.
The squad then faces four road
two goals.
_ _
UNH women's soccer charged on to another win. on Tuesday as they shut ou.t th.e Crimson "\ Just because the Wildcats play :~ games before returning to Durof Harvard. (Ronit Larone
photo)•
·
great ~.efense doesn't m~an the ham on October 11.
I
.

Volleyba.ll'team··
dominates FSC.
By Mike Stinson
New Hampshire opened the
Consistent serving and a th1rd game w,ith a different
strong hitting attack propelled starting lin:eup, but the results
the UNH women's volleyball remained the same. The 'Cats
team to victory in its season still had the momentum from
opening match. Framingham game two and jumped ahead 7State College became the 'Cats O, seemingly in command. Frafirst victim as they fell in three mingham st ate had other ideas
,straight games Wednesday ev- however as they st ruggled back
ening, in the Field House.
to close the gap to 7-4 on some
- Senior tri-captain Tobi Katz fine serving by setter Cindy
set the tone for the evening -in Walton. They continued to stay
game two on a sprawling dig. , w~ th _UNH, eventuaU{ pulli~g
. to keep UNH in a close match. wit~m two at 9-7. (?nee agarn
This display of aggressiveness · th e C<;tts came to life, _as they
and power was typical of the pulled away to a ~5 -7 wm t? take
th e match. ~ervi_ng was big f~r
'Cats style of play all night.
.
h
the women m this game as Kns
Th e f irst game sett e pace Shaf
r
d
f UNH' 15
UNH was looking for as the
. e s~rve 13 O
s /
Wildcats exploded to a 9-0 lead P0 !,nts.
_
, - -,,,
behind the serving of Sue McGin/ We had exr,ected t~ey d be
nity. Framingham State then ,a good team, Frami1:1gh~m
• · b /, State head coach Cynthia Suia
mustere d out two pornts ut
"d "UNH h
he 1
UNH's crisp passing and godd sai · _ . ,, as t_ ta ~nt to
communicationcompletelyover- be var_sity. Desptt~ this, !he
whelmed FSC. Fram,ingham loss ~!.11 cam..e ~s a disapporntappeared to be in a state of ~ t. '7'e d~~n t play up to our
.
•
h 'C
.
expectations.
. . - · -.
d isarray
as t e ats ran away
UNH. h d
hB bB k
to a 15-2 victory. _
· ,,
ea. C?aC
ar. a ~r
Game two saw FSC-- ut up a ·e~p;_e ssed similar feelrn~s. I
tough battle, onfr'Which caught expected ~ st ron~er FrammghUNH off gu~a. The Wildcats a~ game. ~he did note that !he
found themselves looking at a ~ildc~ts did ~n ex~~llent Job
5-7 defecit very quickly, but soon i~ th e1r odn n~ht . . Eve;yone
recovered behind the serving t _at I? ay.~ ma e a goo con. .
dK
K
,
tnbut1oa
0 f M cG mntty an
atz. atz s
Th
, 1b
·
diving save shifted the tide in
. e w<;>men s c u continues
favor of the 'Cats. The team used · action th ~s Satu~dat· The New
· aggressiveness and hard hitting Hampsh_ire lnvttatwnal Tourto take control of the game and ·nament is s_et to st art at 10:~0
- come away with a hard fought am at th t! Fielcl House, ancl will
15 10 t ;
h
· feature teams from around New
rmmp ·
--England.
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Tlie· women's volleyball team used an impressive net game to overpower Framingham St-ate
c ·ollege -i~ thr~e straight games. (Chris Estes photo)

Soccer continues slide
By John Dubois
· The UNH men's soccer team
added another game to the loss
column with a 3-0loss to the
:Keene State Owls on Wenesday
afternoon.
.
Although the 'Cats failed to ·
score for the third time this
season they looked_a lot more
relaxed and confident than they · had in previous games.
Keene State was ranked
number one in division II going
into · the ga:me and they played

like a number one team against
the 'Cats.
,
Keene's Mark Kernohan
scored the eventual game
winner at 29:00 and Sean Daley
.and Dan Braskie scored at 43:42
and 89:42 to put it away.
· UNH goalie Dan Fiore got
}:iis first start of: his college
career and looked very comfortable .in the UNH net stopping
twelve shots and keeping UNH
in the game early on.

The team was disappointed
with the loss but they were not
disappointed with the V{ay the
. played.-Sophomore Craig Streng
told me that "the team played
well." Coach Garber said,before
the game that Keene was a very
strong and mature team and
UNH was very young. With
games like this one under their
belt they will mature in a hurry.
The' 'Cats will be home on
· Saturday against the Eagles of
, Boston College. The opening
· kickoff is sch~duled for 2:00 pm.

